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ABSTRACT 

In 1988, the British Columbia Ministry of Tourism and Ministry Responsible for 

Culture established a program called the Community Tourism Action Program. This 

program involves the development of Community Tourism Action Plans (CTAPs) which 

are a reflectiorl of the "planning with people" philosophy characteristic of tourism planning 

in British Columbia during the k te  i980s and early 1990s. Thus, public participation is an 

essential component of the C T A P  process. 

This thesis focusses on the application of the CTAP process in Ashcroft and Lytton 

in British Colrrmbia. Conceptually, the community tourism planning approach emphasizes 

public participation in the planning process. However, at izn applied level, the steps of the 

planning process at which members of the public are involved, and whether those involved 

"sufficiently" represent conlmunity interests, merit further investigation. These issues are 

explored through three questiox To what exterzt does community tourism planning in 

Ashcrofi and Lytton reflect the step-by-step processes advocated in theory? Does public 

prticipation in communiry rourism pf arming in Ashcroft and Lytton ensure that Tourism 

Action Plans are representative of the interests of all the residents of the two communities? 

Does public participatio~ in community tourism planning in Ashcraft and Lytton encourage 

the development of tourism which is considered "appropriate" by local residents? 

The research questions were investigated through a multi-method approach which 

invoIved the collectim of data from diverse wirces. An examination of CTAPs completed 

by Ashcroft an2 Lytton was used to compare planning processes advocated conceptually 

with those complet,ed by rhe two communities. Data gathered from self-administered 

n*~pc$nnm&es grid ia-dcp& i~fei?;3ew~ con&c;ed wirfi kcj.' i&jmlaii;s wcie ~ 3 2 S  y u v w z  V I I Z I  

investigate the represenmion of ccrn~uni ty  interests in the CTA,P prwesses. These data 

were also used to determine whether pubtic participation in tourism planning in Ashcroft 

and Lytton encourages the development of appropriate tourism. 

iii 



Tfie findings of this study suggest that the CTAP processes completed by Ashcroft 

and Lytton do not adequately reflect those advocated concepruaily. Limited pubiic 

paaicipation in the plmrrirrg process fmiher suggests that the CTAPs do not sufficiently 

represent the interests of all residents of the two comnunities. Even so, the tourism 

development that has occurred in Ashcroft and Lytton is considered appropriate for local 

residents. 
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CfiAFrfER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

In British Columbia, tourism is currently the second largest industry which in 1992 

provided an estimated 60,000 jobs (Flawith,l992). Across the province, many 

communities, especially hose experiencing a decline of jobs in the traditional resource 

sector feg. forestry wfd Enining), are txarnirtg to tourism as one way of diversifying their 

z-nomies. However, cit'efuf. planning and management of tourism is necessary if 

communities are to maximize the benefits of tourism while reducing any problems that 

might &se from its development. Community participation is an essential component of 

$his, planning process. This sady addresses this issue by examining community 

participation in tourism planning in two British Columbia communities that are seeking to 

develop their tourism resources.. 

From a geographical perspective, the study of tourism planning is particularly 

relevant for a number of reasons. First, the essence of tourism lies in regional variations 

which distinguish destinations from each other (HoughJ990; Hudman and Jackson,l990; 

zhXitchell and FJurphy,l9W). Tourists visit places which are all somehow unique due to a 

combination of geographic relationships (whetha physical or cultural) at those places. It is 

precisely this uniqueness and differentiation which gives people the desire to see other 

places thereby contributing tr, the growth of tourism. Thus, maintaining or developing the 

essential 'sense of place' is a critical component of tourism planning. 

Second, tourism by definition involves travel (Pearce,1987; Boniface and 

Cooper, I%'?; Hudman and f ackson, 1990; Mitchell and Murphy ,199 1) which potentially 

dovttails into geographers" long tradition of examining spatial interaction. While 

Wtionally the geoppher's focus has been on economic interaction, such as the exchange 

of resources or manufactured goods and the migration of populations, tourism may also be 

studied Erom h is  perspective, Thus, an exanination of the spatid interaction which &ses 



from the movement of touris% can provide valuable insights into the planning and 
. . 

E X W E ~ E E I I ~  of && ~BW&IZ SGTKSZ~C aCBViQe 

Third, geograpfles 5ar.e been spadying tourism because of its relationship to the 

environment (Warsqnska and 3ackowski,l986). Questions concerning the capacity of 

places to absorb totirlsm as well as its seasonal character have often been raised by 

geographers @uffield, 1 982; Getz, 1982; Pearce,1989; Butler and Waldbrook, 199 1). 

Geographers have also been interested in tourism as an agent of change (Butler,1975; 

ReXph,f 976; Mathieson md WaU,2982; Murphy, 1983, I-Iudman and Jackson, ISNO). It has 

generally been argued that the convergence of large numbers of tourists at particular 

destinations may precipitate the transformation of the 'unique' places that initially attracted 

them- In some places fe.2. in the Caribbean), such changes have created conflicts between 

local residents and tourists, eventually leading to declines in tourist activity (Kaiser and 

Helber, 1978; Mathieson and Wall, 1982). 

Attempts to preserve the uniqueness of particular places while simultaneously 

satisfying the needs of tourists have led both geographers and non-geographers to propose 

various planning approaches in tourism. In particular, community-based tourism planning 

has received growing emphasis since its inception in the early 1980s. Advocating the 

community approach in tourism planning, Murphy (1983: 18 1) asserts that: 

... tourism would be better served if it was viewed as a 'community 
imikstzy', a corporate enterprise that represented the interests of the whole 
community. 

Subsequently, researchers from various disciplines (e.g. geography, recreation, and urban 

X I  rpiwiond Q- nlanfiina) I------= a 3 have ev=hask& = *r- the mnmunit;. approxf? in ~ur;ism p!mqiqg (See 

for example Loukissas, t 983; Gum, I%@; Keogtz9 1990). To establish the context of the 

present research, community tourism planning is fwst defined and the reasons why it has 

a#racted attention during the past few years are examined. 



1.1 Rationale for Community Tourism Planning 

Community tourism pianning has been defined as 

... a process of involving all relevant and interested parties (local 
governmeizt oficials, focal citizens, architects, developers, business people, 
and planners) in such a way that decision-making is shared 
fHqwood,1988:106f. 

problems associated with this definition rn clearly evident - ?for example, what are the 

for identifjting "re!wmt" and "interested" parties? Despite these eonsmints, tk-8 

importance of community tourism planning can be readily appreciated by reviewing 

arguments for both community and tourism planning. Hodge (1991) emphasizes 

community planning for a vaxiety of reawns but one of these appears to be particularly 

relevant to the present study. According to Hdge (1991:391), 

commuiry planning conveys the idea that modern planning is an activity by 
the comuniiy involviag all who live in it ... Community planning thereby 
signifes the imporlance of the aspiration that the cornunity should be 
doing the c u m m i @  planning. 

This emphasis on community involvement in planning also reflects the shifting 

philosophy in planning theory &urn top-down to bottom-top approaches which has been 

particufarIy prominent during the past decade, Admittedly, such a shift involves more than 

a mere change in the level of decision-making. For instance, bottom-top approaches 

emphasize the represenliition of the interests of all residents of the communities they attempt 

to serve (Stohr and Fraser Taylor, 1981). Thus, the importance attached to the broadest 

possible participation of individuals and communities in mobilizing their capabilities and 

resources for their common benefit is clearly evident, Cornunity invo1vt;ment in decision- 

making is dso emphasized by the recent philosophy of sustainable development (Ahmed, 

IW2). 



In the case of tourism planning, its advocates contend. that tourism is a system 

comprising interrelated components whish must be thoroughly analyzed in or&r to 

understand the whole. Advocates of tourism planning argue further that whi!e towism 

might provide economic benefits, its development might also be accompanied by 

detrimental effects (Gunn, 1988; McIntosh and Goeldner, 1990; Mill, 1990, Inskeep,l99l; 

Manning, nd). Consequently, careful plancing and management of tourism is essential. 

Such planning must represent the interests of all sectors associated with tourism in order to 

-maximize the knef  ts and prevent or at feast reduce the problems that might arise from its 

development. 

Following these arguments, two main elements appear fundamental to community 

tourism planning. First, tourism planning must represent the interests of all residents of a 

community. Second, careful planning and management of tourism is essential in order to 

mitigate any problems arising from its development and ensure that benefits are retained 

locally as far as possible. Thus, +he community approach has emerged as a particularly 

critical form of tourism planning because the greatest consequences of tourism development 

are believed to be borne by communities fde Kadt,1979; Murphy,1983; Keogh,1990; 

Getz, 1991). 

1.2 Public Participation in Community Tourism Planning 

The community approach emphasizes public participation in tourism planning 

k m s e  the industry "...uses the community as a rescurce, sells it as a pmiuct, and in the 

process affects the lives of everyone" (Murphy, 198 1 : 1). However, the emphasis on public 

participation in tourism &so raises the question of who is the 'public' in a tourism planning 

context? While there has k e n  a growing body of literature on public participation in 

c o m u n i q  tourism planning, there has as yet been no consensus on what is meant by the 

tern 'publicF (Luukissas, 1983; H a y w d ,  1988; KeoghJ990). Nevertheless, in this 

thesis, the term public is used €0 refer to: 



...a wide rmge of grollps,from loosely structured aggregates of individuals 
who share sets of similar economic, occuprational, and social interests or 
similar concerns about a common geographic area, to highly structured 
organizations with specific issue positions and influence strategies 
(Willcinson, 1974:237). 

Further, while the terns "public" and "community" have different meanings in different 

contexts, they are used interchangeably throughout this thesis. 

Community tourism planning has also emphasized public participation because it is 

assumed that public input generates locally 'socially appropriate' tourism (Cooke,1982 

D'Amore,1983). According to Cooke (1982~26) this refers to tourism development "...that 

will resgect the aspirations and priorities of residents." Consequently, community tourism 

planning has emphasized the need for local residents to exercise greater control of the 

planning process, establishing their own goals and developing appropriate plans (Getz, 

1991). 

In British Columbia, this emphasis on public pmicipation in tourism planning has 

led to the establishment of a Provincial Government initiative called the Community 

Tourism Action Program (CTAP). This program, which involves the development of 

Community Tourism Action Plans (CTAPs), is a reflection of the "planning with people" 

philosophy characteristic of tourism planning in British Columbia d u ~ g  the late 1980s and 

early 1990s. By contrast, during the 1970s and mid 1980s tourism planning was 

dominated by the "planning of people" and the "planning for people" philosophies which 

involved attempts ro apply Federal Govement strategies at the provincial and community 

levds. Unfortunately, in many cases such strategies had limited success because they were 

incompatible with local interests. For instance, attempts to promote symphony for 

culturaily-oriented markets in Vancouver, British Columbia, were not successful because 

of insufficient markets since other cities on the Pacific Coast, for example, Seattle in 

Washington and San FraPrsisco, California have similar cultmat traits, As a consequence of 



these failures, the more recent CTAPs are derived from intensive deliberations among 

mmmmity residents wMe planners mereiy act as facilitators and observers oftthe pianning 

process. The CTAPs are designed to assist communities in identifying and implementing 

tourism-related projects (Province of British Columbia,1993). 

While conceptually, public participation is often emphasized as an important aspect 

of the community tourism planning process, little research has been conducted on its 

application. In general, few sttidies have addressed how community residents are involved 

in &e ta?~rism p!~tming process (See for example ivIurphy,1988; Keogh,!??O). Moreover, 

these studies have emphasized the need for techniques for increasing public awareness and 

involvement in tourism issues. So far, the role of the public in various stages of the 

planning process and whether those involved "sufficiently" represent community interests 

have received relatively little attention in the tourism literature. This thesis seeks to address 

this research gap. As such, this thesis seeks to contribute to other studies (e.g. Gunn,1988; 

Haywood,l988; Province of British Columbia,l993) which have attempted to show the 

various stages of the tourism planning prxess at which residents of a community might be 

involved These studies provide the conceptual point of departure for this thesis which in 

turn pv ides  an empirical test of their validity. 

1.3 Objective and Research Questions 

This research is concerned with examining aspects of the community tourism 

planning process in British Columbia. More specifically, the study examines public 

participation in the tourism planning processes completed by the communities of Ashcroft 

md Lwon during the past four and two years respectively. The overall objective is: 

To examine the CTAP processes completed by Ashcroft and Lytton in 

British Columbia and to determine fie extent to which they incorporate 

puMic parridpation. 



This study considers community participation in the tourism planning process at 

tahree different ieveis (Figure Ij. In iight of the overaii objective: this thesis investigates 

three broadly related questions which are associated with community tourism planning in 

Ashcroft and Lytton in British Columbia. me specific questions examined we: 

1. To what extent does community tourism planning in Ashcroft and Lytton reflect the step- 

by-step processes which are advocated in theory? 

2. Does public participation in community tourism planning in Ashcroft and Lytton ensure 

that Tourism Action Plans are representative of the interests of all the residents of the two 

communities? 

3. Does public participation in community tourism planning in Ashcroft and Lytton 

encourage the development of tourism which is considered "appropriate" by local 

residents? 

I .  4 Research Design 

In this section, the methods used to collect data for the present study are described. 

This includes a discussion of the case study approach, the choice of study communities, the 

selection of respondents, the techniques of data collection and questionnaire design. 

1.4. t The Case Study Approach 

The case study approach has traditionally formed the basis of much geographical 

investigation. The present study uses this approach because "...it provides the opportunity 

to apply a multimethod approach to a urique event or setting" (Sommer and Sommer, 

1991:f 95). This approach enables the collection of data from diverse sources and provides 

opportunities for comparing such data- Although the case study approach is wmetimes 
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Level I 

Level Ii 

Level Ill 

Community Tourism Planninp Prwesses at Three Different Lcvels 

Applied e.g. British 
Columbia Ministry of 
Tourism's Process 

Implementation e.g. 
Ashcroftis and Lytton's 
Processes 



used to investigate the 'rypica.lp case, the C3-M processes examined in the present study are 

not ncesszlrily ~pieseniaiive crf idealized communi;ji i~ i i ihm phning pmesses, b t t e i ,  

the particularities of their coatext and actors provide a basis fur examining pragmatic 

aspects af the processes against conceptual planning models. 

1.4.2 Study Communities 

The commu~ities which were selected for the present research are both located in 

h e  High Country region which is one of the nine tourism administhation regions of the 

l?rovince of British Columbia (Figurz 2j. These regions were established by Tourism 

Brihsh Colurntia and their primary fsnctiun is "...to promote the attractions within an 

area ..."( Province of British Columbia,l979:355). In each of these regions, there are 

seve-d communities which have completed tourism action plans during the past five years. 

At the time this resxch  was designed, forty-one communities from ali the nine tourism 

reglons had already cornplctd their Community Tourism Action Plans (Table 1). 

However, Ashcroft snd Lytton were selected as study communities following the British 

Columbia Ministry of Tourism's recommendation. These communities were recommended 

because of the Gold County C~mmunity Society's recent efforts to encourage tourism 

development in the High Country region, The Society was established in 1991 to stimulate 

economic and social development in the region. 

1-4.3 Selection of  Respondents 

While this study examines coimunity tourism planning in general, it particularly 

focuses on the extent to which public participation is incorporated into &e planning 

process. As a result, ptfbiic views towards &e @TAP pmzsses completed by A s b f i  and 

Lyiron consrimre an imponant part of the study. in spite of the importance of public 

participation in the planning process, it was clearly impracticable to interview d l  residents 

of the two communities. In addition, despite growing emphasis on public involvement in 



Figure 2: British &~umbia's%u&mAdministfation Regions 

LEGEND 
A- Vancouver Island 
B- South-western B.C. 
C- Okanagan, 

Sixnilkameen 
D- Rootenay Country 
F- High Country 
F- C a r i h  
G- North by Norihwlst 
H- Peace Rive{, 

Alaska Highway 
I- Rocky Mountain 



Table 1 British Columbia's Communities with Complete Community Tourism Actiog 
Plans by Regi~g-zgtd Q2m of Compledon 

(a)Uduele t October Z t h ,  1991 
A (b)Tufino cSr Baem May 3rd - 4&,1990 

Vancouver (c )Port Alknri November 5th, 1991 

fsizixl (d)Smke k'overnber 7th, 1981 

fe)Sdtspring February f Oth,l932 
(f)Nan&mo F e b m q  26th,1992 

fg)Mayne Island February 26th, 1992 

B {a)Richmond November 14&, 199 1 

Southwest British f bjSqum2sh January 17th, 19 90 

Columbia WHope Aprif 26th,1 989 

I) f a)H&usp May 2nd, 199 f 
Kmtenay (b)Nel son March 7&,1989 

Country (c)Cresmn September 15th, 1989 

(d)Tfail March 7rh,lW 

,ba)Ashcrrzft Noyernber 2 f st, 1989 
E (b~bgm l..&e March 1S&,f 989 

Mi& Cmntry tc)f pncss Bridge May 23rd,2990 

{d)tjmn &kc31 27&, f 991 
@"jx4&ewmni May Z@t,iWl 



REGTON COOmImTTY DATE OF COMPLETION 

F (a)Quesnef June 28th, 1988 

C a r i b  / Chicohin (b)Litfooet May 24th,1989 

jcjGoidbridge i 
Bralome September 26th, 1991 

(aiSmirhers September 14tl1,1988 

f b>Tmce November 2nd,1989 
G (c>ICitimat October 27 th, 1989 

No& By Nonhwest QdjHouston Completed 

(e)Hazelton May I&h, 1990 

(QBurns Lake June 4th,1489 

fg)f)finee Rupert February 20th, 1991 

H fa)Chetwynd March 1 1 thJ992 

Peace River / Alaska &]Tumbler Ridge June 1 st, 1990 

Highway (c)Dawson Creek and 

Pntlce Coupe Febmary 24?_h_,1989 

f a>Golden April IOth.1991, 

f @)Elk ford November 3@&, f 988 
Rocky Mountains fc)Sparwood Xovemkr 28&, 1988; 

fdiFernie November 2ndJ 988 

(ejflmbnxtk Muvemkr 4th- 1988 

(Same: Province of British Columbia, h5nisrr-y of Tourism & Ministry Responsible 
for Cntm-5. ~ ~ ~ h ,  1392) 



community tourism planning, the relevant literature (e.g. Murphy,1988) suggests that 

pwticipants in h e  planning process are usually a few individuals rather than the majority of 

residents. Thus, it was not necessary to interview all residents of the two communities 

since most did not participate in the planning process. 

As a resalt, t h ~  respondents for this study were drawn from four ma,in groups of 

residen~s of Ashcroft and Lytton. In each community, these groups represented (i) 

municipal council oflficids; (ii) tourism planning / action committee members; (iii) special 

interest p u p s  (tourism specific); and (iv) special interest groups indirectly associated with 

tourism. These four groups of residents were selected for a number of reasons. First, the 

municipal council officials were chosen because it was assumed that they would be most 

conversant with the way tourism could be incorporated into the goals and objectives of their 

communities. Further, municipal council officials play a key role in the implementation 

phase of the CTAP projects. 

Second, tourism action committee members were selected because it was assumed 

that they would be aos t  conversant with the CTAP processes completed by Ashcroft and 

Lytton. Third, in any community different inGividuals tend io have different perceptions 

about particular issues. Thus, since special interest groups supposedly represent some form 

of "unified" voice, it was assumed that their opinions would be considerably more 

influential. than those of individual residents (Swanson,l971). Furthermore, by virtup, of 

their interest in a particular issue, special interest groups are 

... expected to tlaw a grearer hmogeneiq of opinion about the issue than 
the public as a whole or any particular socioeconomic group ... 
(Wilkinson,1974:238). 

Admittedly, i~ would be errontaus to assume that the views of special interest 

groups reflect the opinions of all residents of particular communities since such groups 

have often been criticized as not being representative of the public. Nevertheless, 

W m m  (1 974) argues that especially in resource and en-vironrmn.tal management issues, 



interest groups represent a segment of the public which is vital in the planning and 

decision-making process because they participate, Special interzst groups were also 

selec& because ir was assumed rhat tfiey have the abiliry to exert greater influence than 

irr&viduaf residents irr &tre dwision-m&ng process. Through their membership, special 

interest groups acquire substantid ilumcricaf strength whicit makes "..,the public, the 

plmers, and rfie decision-&as aware of problems" fWilkinm,1974:247). 

3.4-4 Data Cotiedion Tesktriques 

A muftime~hod approach was used to collect data for the present study. As 

mer i t iod  pre~iowdy~ a mufrimethod approach enables the cullecrion of data from different 

sources and offas  q v n i t i e s  fur the comparison of such data. Since each technique of 

data culfection has its limitations, the use of a multimethod approach provides the 

opppoEnmity  to yield d ~ t a  fnnrn diffe~ent sources. Summer and Sommer ( I W f  9) observe 

fat-rfter that 



to examine the representation of community interests in the tourism planning processes 

comp3ete.d by both Ashcroft and Lytton. data were also used to determine the degree to 

which public participation in the planning process encourages the development of tourism 

which is cansidered appropriate by local residents. 

1.4.5 Questionnaire Design 

The collection of en2itical data for the present study involved ihe use of two 

&stirre; but geneidly d a i d  qilesiion-iiaixs and an interv'iew schedule. The qiies;ionnaies 

were mailed to representatives of the four groups included in the sample while the interview 

schedule was used for in-depth interviews with selected key informants. The 

questionnaires and interview schedule were designed with reference to previous studies on 

public participation in community tourism planning (See Cmke, 1982; Alberta Tourism, 

f 987; Murphy,l988; Haywwd,1988; Keogh,1990). As a result, they reflect elements of 

some of the issues discussed in these studies. 

For instance, the two questionnaires and interview schedule contained questions 

which asked respondents to indicate what they considered as the benefits and costs of 

public participation in tourism planning. These questions were adapted from Haywood's 

(1988) study on ""Responsible and responsive tourism planning in the community". 

Qllestiom concerning the criteria used to select members of tourism committees in their 

communities were derived fram the CTAP prepared by Alberta Tourism (1987). 

Generally, h e  m o  quesdon~a i~s  and interview schedule were designed to elicit 

similar information although the open-ended or close-ended format of the ques-iions 

depeirded on the padcufar group to which the questions were administered. Thus, 

Questio~aire 1 CJAppenh 1) which was largely composed of open-ended questions 

concerning the GH"M pcesses completed by Ashmft and L g m ,  as weli as the extent to 

which public parcici:iga&m was incoqxmted into &e processes was mailed to municipal 

amd offEd& anb t k s m  acticn c d r t e e  membm. This q3estionnaire: was d e d  to 



these respondents because it was assumed that they were conversant with the CTAP 

prcxesses which had k e n  completed by their co~munities. 

Although most of the questions in Questionnaire 1 were open-ended, the 

questionnaire contained some close-ended questions. For example, to determine the 

effectiveness of program which had beeil used to educate residents of Ashcroft and Lytton 

on the benefits and costs of tourism development in their communities, respondents ( w e  

given a set of p roems  and asked to indicate, on a scale of one to five whether they had 

been "very effectiveW(l) af "very ineffectiveV(5). In general, Questionnaire 1 addressed the 

steps involved in the CTAP processes completed by Ashcroft and Lytton, Other items in 

the questionnaire sought to determine the extent of public participation in the planning 

process. Techniques for inct-easing public awareness on tourism issues as well as the 

benefits and costs of public participation in tourism planning in the two communities were 

also examined. The last five items of the questionnaire addressed issues related to future 

tourism development in Ashcroft and Lytton. 

Questionnaire 2 (Appendix 2) comprised close-ended questions and was designed 

for presidents or representatives of special interest groups which are either directly or 

indirectly involved in to~lisrn development in Ashcroft and Lytton. The objective of this 

questionnaire was to determine the respondents' views concerning the application of CTAP 

processes in Ashcroft and Lytton. In addition, Questionnaire 2 sought to determine the 

respondents' views on the extent to which local interests had been incorporated into the 

planning processes. 

All questions in Questionnaire 2 offered respondents a set of answers from which 

zhey were asked to choose one appropriate response. For example, to determine residents' 

views on how the €TAP process should be improved to make tourism development more 

"beneficial" for both residents and visitors, respondents were offered a set of options and 

asked to indicate rheir views on a Likert scale ranging from (1) "strongly agree" to (5) 

"strongly disagree". In this context, beneficial is used to refer to tourism development 



which respects iocai aspirafions and priorities while offering sadsfaction to the visitor. 

Other questions in Questionmire 2 ad&ressed respondentst ~ e w s  or! the benefits 

constraints of public participation in tourism planning in Ashcroft and Lytton. The selection 

criteria for tourism action committee inembers and techniques for increasing public 

awareness on tourism issues were also examined. 

The interview schedule (Appendix 3) which comprised primarily open-ended 

questions was used to conduct in-depth interviews with selected key informants. Although 

in-depth interviews are "...a special fonn of unstructured interview" (Sommer and 

Somer ,  1991: 11  I), the interviews conducted with the key informants were structured in 

order to obtain data which were consistent among the respondents. Thus, rather than 

establishing a general plan of study and pursuing specific issues raised by the interviewees 

(unstructured interviews), the in-depth interviews followed a specific set of questions 

which were asked in a pmicula. fashion (structured interviews). For instance, to determine 

the extent to which cornunity interests are reflected in t", CTAP processes completed by 

Ashcroft and Lytton, the following open-ended questions were asked: 

How broadly participative is tourism planning in this community?; and 

In this community, who is the "public" in a tourism planning context? 

Although the in-depth inten;;lews were structured, supplemen- notes were made 

concerning the interviewees' responses and specific points of interest were clarified 

through probing questions such as "what do you mean?" or "how does &at work?" etc. 

1-4.6 The Field Research 

While certain phenomena might be adequately studied through self-administered 

questiomaires, others m y  be clearly understood only through direct observation since 

"...field research offers the advantage of probing social fife in its natural habitat" 
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(Eabbk,1989:264). For he present study, Geld research providd an oppomnity to collect 

Eimt-hand information concerning tourism planning from individuals who bad participated 

in the CTaP pmesses completed by Ashcroft and Lytton, The field reszarch also offered 

an uppartunity to coIIeet bxkground information on the two comunities. 

The field research commenced after a considerable proportion of the self- 

administered questiomaires which were distributed among respondents in May,1992 had 

been returned, A total of 86 questionnairzs (is. 6 and 80 from Questionnaires 1 and 2 

respectively) were distributed in b r h  Ashcroft and Lytton. By mid-July, 32 questionnaires 

(Le. 3 and 29 from Questionnaires I and 2 respectively) had been returned representing a 

response rate of 37.2 per cent. However, the returned questionnaires did not indicate 

whether the respondents were residents of either Ashcroft or Lytton, which made it difficult 

to compare commenrs made regarding the CTAP processes completed by the two 

communities. Based on the respondents' comments, an interview schedule was developed 

using questions p M y  obtained fram Questionnaire 1. 

The field research involved in-depth interviews which were conducted with four 

key informants in Ashcroft arrct Lytton from July 16th to 17th,f992. hitially, arrangements 

had been made to interview six informants but two appointments were cancelled, The key 

hfomants were municipal m u n d  officiafs, an Information Center Managerf and a former 

chairperson of a Tourism Acnion Commirree. The interviews were conducted at the 

respondents' workpfaces during times which had been p re -mged  by the faditator of the 

Gold Country Communities Society and *she respondents. A 1  the interviews were tape 

recorded and they tuuk approximately one and one-haff hours each. The interviews were 

&en trmscribecf one week &er &e field research. All the intaviewees had direct- personal 

kwwfebge of ~ o m i m  dwebpmnt %wes in rh:: wo m m m ~ k s  md hey were ex~emely 

d i a g  to provide iJ1e infmtim requested, The interviews were dso conducted during a 

perid when the csmmu~q @of Ashmfr had organized a rodeo and cattle drive aimed at 

promoting tourism deveIopment in the area These evenrs also presented a good 



o p p m n i ~ y  to observe some of &he activities aimed at increasing to~:rist volumes into tle 

cornmunitqr. 

f -5 Organization of the Thesis 

This thesis consists of five chapters. In Chapter One, the context and focus of the 

study is established. This chapter also focuses on research design which involves a 

dixuss1ori of the case study approach and the chcice of study communities. Also discussed 

is the selection of respondents, the data collection techniques and the format of 

questionnaires. 

In Chapter Two, a discussion of the relevant literature is presented. This includes a 

review of recent changes in tourism planning approaches and a discussion of the 

impaance of incorporating "sense of place" in tourism planning. The nature of public 

participation in planning and public invoivement in sustainable tourism development are 

other relevant issues that are presented. The chapter concludes with a presentation of issues 

that are considered essential for tourism planning at the community level. A brief 

background of the study communities is presented in Chapter Three. This chapter also 

outlines the tourism resource bare of Ashcroft and Lytton as well as the general tourism 

pentid of the High Country region. 

In Chapter Four* the tawism p!anning processes completed by Ashcroft and Lytton 

are described. This chapter condudes with a consideration of the degree to whicb public 

participation has been incorporated into these planning processes and whether such 

participation encourages the development of appropriate tourism. In the final chapter, she 

findings of this thesis are sum&zed and conclusions drawn from the research are 

presesred. Findly, rt=coLm~Aa~oxs concerning CTAP processes in British Columbia are 

suggeste& 



CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

fn this chapter, a conceptual framework for the present study is provided. Some 

changes in tourism planning from predominantly market-driven to more resource-oriented 

approaches which emphasize environmental protection and the consideration of local values 

and corrimunity needs are highlighted first. Second, the significance of incorporating 

"sense of piace" in tourism planning is discussed. It is argued that since tourism has the 

potential to create change, understanding the sense of place held by the residents of any 

tourist destination is critical to maintaining the quality of the toluist resource base. Third, 

arguments for, and the namre of public participation in planning, in general, and in 

community tourism planning in particular, are presented. Finally, some fundamental 

elements of community tourism planning are discussed. 

2 .  f The Evolution of Tourism Planning 

The past two decades have witnessed considerable changes in tourism planning 

from predonninanily market-driven to more resource-oriented approaches. Prior to the 

1970s, perspectives towards tourism planning were largely in favour of development while 

social, economic and environmental costs received relatively little or no consideration at all 

@earden, 1983; MurphyJ 983; Andressen, 1984; Gee et al., 1989; Coltman, 1989). During 

that pfiod, tourism was frequently viewed as a renewable resource, while tourists were 

rn considered consumers of the resource; but rather mere visitors seeking new experiences 

(Murpby,1985; Coltnnan,l989). 

resource-oriented approaches. These new approaches often pronounced the negative 

impacts of tourism while emphasizing the need for environmental protection and the 

2 0  



incopration of Iwal values and community needs in tourism planning. For instance, 

Cokn (1 9?8:234) gaffs f a  a reorientation among planners 

..,$ram planning the enviromntjbr tourism to &$ending the environment 
from the ;ourisr impact, even at the expense of a curtailment in the number 
of toununsts or in cerzain types of tourist use to which an area is subjected. 

Similarly, Kaiser and Helber (1978) urge tourism planners to recognize that there is 

a relationship between the physical environment and its inhabitants. Implicit in Kaiser and 

Kelbds appeal is ifie recogniton ihat places cannot be understood in isolation from the 

people who occupy them This viewpoint corresponds to arguments made by humanistic 

geographers that there is a deep association between people and their places. As a result, 

the latter cannot be u~,derstOod without considering the consciousness of the former (Eyles, 

1985; Johnston et a1.,198(j; Seamon and Mugerauer,l989). Thus, Kaiser and Helber 

(1 978) advocate the use of tourism plans and programs which should enhance the physical 

environment for both residents and tourists. 

Throughout the 1980s, the focus of tourism planning on host communities 

continued to attract researchers' at ten tion. During this period, several comprehensive 

planning approaches were advocated in tourism. Various terms such as 'integrated', 

'systems', 'regional', 'sustainable development' and 'community' were applied to these 

approaches (TaylorJ981; Nurphy,1983,1985; GetzJ986; Gum, 1988; Inskeep,l991). In 

particular, the community approach received p w i n g  emphasis throughout the 1980s since 

it was believed that the greatest consequences of tourism development are borne by 

communities. Thus, local control in rourism planning was emphasized in order to 

encourage development that was considered appropriate by residents of a community 

(CookeJ982; D'Anne, 1983; G e ~ l W l ) ,  



2-2 The Significacce of Incorporating "Sense of Place" in Tourism 
Pianning 

The eqhasis  on lmal control in ioui-ism planning may filriher be justifid by 

analyzing the relationships that local residents and tourists tend to have within places. To 

readily appreciate these relationships, it is isportant to consider the sense of place that 

either group attaches to tourist destinations. From a geographical perspective, sense of 

p h x  has two rather distinct but related meanings (Johnston et d.,1986). First, the concept 

is u& to refer to memorable or distinctive characteristics of places (for example sacred 

locations like Jerrasdem), Second, sense of place refers to the consciousness that people 

attach to places which are of special significance to them, either as individuals or as groups 

(for example association with one's home). 

However, in both contexts sense of place involves the notions of 'insideness' and 

'outsideness' (Johnston et a1.,1986:425). In the former case, people are considered 

inseparable from the piaces they occupy, while in the latter some people are believed not to 

belong to a pardcular place ",,,because of either personal or cultural separateness from the 

meanings incorporated in the place ..."( Johnston et ale, l986:425). Consequently, 

understanding the sense of place attached to a particular tourist destination is vital for 

%ourism planning since felings about a place vary depending on whether one is visiting or 

resides in that place (Relph,1976; Eyles,l985; Seamon and Mugerauer, 1989; 

Wough, 1990). 

Humanistic geographers further contend that sense of place is actually something 

that deveIops over a period of time (EyIes,1985; Johnston et a1.,1986; Searnon and 

Nugermer, 1989). According to Eyles (1985:4), 



Thus, individuals identie themselves with places from which they originate; places where 

they know others and are known by others (Seamon and Mugerauer,l989). It is not 

surprising, then, that focal residents and tourists tend to have different perceptions of 

tourist destinations as places. These perceptions may eventually create conflicts between the 

two groups as they intemct with each other in the destination community, 

But, how different are local residents' and tourists' perceptions of destination areas 

as  places? For local residents, "places are centers of felt value where biological needs, such 

.as those for food, water, rest, and procreation, are satisfied" (TuanJ 977:4). In this regard, 

residents of a tourist destination perceive their community as "...their home, the source of 

their livelihood and a place in which they often invested time and money to shape in a 

pmiclrlar way" fBi_ttler,1979:372j, Thus, residents of any community tend to identify 

themselves with their place since it constitutes an important part of their lives This identity 

is characterized by what Relph (1976:43) calls 

... a deep msociatlon with and consciousness of the places where we were 
born and grew up, where we five now, or where we have had particularly 
moving experiences ... . 

Such association and consciousness is manifested in any community's residents' 

recognition of the uniqueness of their place - an element which may attract tourists, but may 

dso lead to transformation by tourism, and possibly even the eventual demise of the place 

as a tourist destination (Hudman a d  Jackson,1990; Hough,1990), 

While residents of any community are considered inseparable from their place 

(Relph,l976; Eyles,1985; Johnston et a1.,1986; Seamon and Mugerauer,l989), 

relationships between tomists and destination areas are often considered superficial 

fMatfiieson and WaHJ982). The superficiality of these relationships is fimher accentuated 

by the changes that have been occurring in time-space relationships during the past few 

decades. Fm instance, advances in transportation (such as the in~uduction of jet &craft) 



hiwe annihilated &smce such that tomists cm easily a d  quickly trawl between major 

tourist destinations. Combined with higher incomes and other changes in lifestyles, these 

improvements in transportation have enabled large numbers of people (primarily in 

developed, but also in developing countries) to travel. 

However, as Relph (1976:55) observes "...for many people the purpose of travel is 

less to experience unique md different places than to collect those places (especially on 

fifm)." For many tourists, then, the essence of travelling is simply to show that they have 

been to some "unique" pface which, perhaps has not been visited by other members of their 

families, friends or neighbors. As such, many tourists do not consider themselves strongly 

attached to the places they visit since their relationships with those places are usually, 

although not always (as is the case with second home owners), transitory in nature. 

According to Mathieson an6 W d  (1982:135) 

a tourist's stay in one destination is usually short, ranging from a day or 
two if a vacation includes more than one ahtination, to three or four weeks, 
which is the n o d  length of a paid vacation. 

Within the destination community, the characteristics and needs of tuurists are also 

significantly different from those of the local residents. Mathieson and Wall (1982,135) 

argue thar 

O n  the o m  hand, ihe tourist is mobile, relaxed, free-spending, enjoying his 
leisure a d  absorbing $he experience of being in a dinerent pface. In 
contrmt, the host is relatively stationary and, if employed in the tourist 
inbuftry, spends a large proportion of the time catering to the needs and 
&sires of visirors. 

It is precisely these differences which m y  gradually h o m e  a source of connict between 

iazi residents and  omi is is as bey inferact wih each other in the destination w m m i t y .  

Goficts may arise because while tourists often consider their encounter with Iucal 



tourism in their community (especially without appropriate planning and management) 

might eventually alter the sense of place that they attach to their area. As previous studies 

have revealed, tourism is iin agent of change (ButlerJ975; RelphJ976; Farre11,1977; 

Mathieson and Wall, 1982; Hudmm and Jackson, 1990; Hough, 1990). Indeed, examples 

abund of plates which were once rural landscapes but have gradually k e n  transformecl by 

t~urism into what Relph f fW6) calls "landscapes of tourism" and "other-directed" places. 

According to Relph (1976:93), these places 

-..suggest a lmst  nothing of the people living and working in them, but 
declare tkmselves unequivocalfy ro be Vacationland' or 'Consumerland' 
through rhe we of exotic decoration, gaudy colors, grotesque u iurmnt s ,  
and the indiscriminate borrowing cf styles and names from the mast popular 
places ofthe world. 

Although many tourisr destinat:ons differ significantly from Relph's "other- 

directdt places, attempts ?a satisfy tourist demands in a destination area may precipitate the 

process of transformation of place. While tourist demands vary, three major elements of 

tourist desires in destination areas have been identified. 

First, they want to visit a uniqw place- representative ofthe area. Second, 
t k y  want Q few comforts of h u m  - a clean bed, a good meal, and other 
amenities. Third? they want a v a r i q  of activities and leisure pursuits,from 
shopping, theaters, and mlcsetrms to discos and sports acrivities (Hudman 
md Jackson, 1 %W:2 2 ) .  

tomist destinations, they may be widely applied to other destination areas. A t~mpt s  to 

&stinittion by '"..creating a new and different cultural, politid, economic, and physical 



Where f had owe lmkd over a terraced rural lamiscape offiedf and small 
villages to t k  sea, there rutw lay an endless vista of hillside stacation horns 
snB csparanea bsu'IBings,,.On $he coast there rose the latest in vvacadon 
corrdarninim-, vast serrated, pyramid blacks providing all the built-in 
recreational needs for the summer vacationer: marinas, tennis courts, 
swimming pools, boutiques, beauty parlors, and banks. 

Thus, tourism's potentid to transform places poses a major challenge for planners 

because while its development might generate economic benefits for a community, local 

residentsf efforts to preserve their piace might pose a threat to funher tourism development. 

This challenge mi@% be ow7iCome by careful ptmning and management of tourism which 

incorporates the significmce of a place ta in inhabitants. Such planning must represent the 

interests of all the residents of a particular community since people and their places are 

inseparable. Community tourism planning attempts ro achieve this goal by emphasizing 

public participation in the planning and dedsion-making process.. 

In summatian, this literature review has emphasized the significance of 

i ~ t c ~ f p ~ r a d n g  sense of place in tourism planning based on she premise that feelings about a 

phce vary depending on one's expfiences art that place- It is argued that atsince sense of 

pfiice develops with time, Imd tfresidens and ~uurkts tend to haw: different perceptions of 

tourist desrinetions as places. 



cmsida!or, argue that m e m k ~  of the public have the right to be consulted and to express 

their views on issues which have direct impacts on them jWilkinson,l974; Sewell and 

Coppock,1977; Mc Connell,1981; Loukissas,l983). These philosophical considerations 

are based on the premise that it is only plausible that those who expect to be affected by a 

plan should participate in its formufation. 

From a pragmaeic perspective, public participation in planning has been emphasized 

primarily because planners have often failed to conectly identify the costs and benefits of a 

decision (Rose, 1974; WiEnson, 1974; Erickson and Davis, nd; Sewell and Coppock, 

1977). Erickson anci Davis (nd: 194) argue that 

if people are involved in the decision-making process, they will have a 
better understanding qf the meaning of a decision for them and rhus are 
more likely to suppcrrr the implemnration of the decision. 

Thus, public participation in planning hzs been emphasized in order to make management 

decisions which reflect the wishes and needs of the citizenry (Erickson and Davis, nd). 

However, the emphasis on pubfic participation in planning raises the issue of the nature that 

such participation should take. To appreciate the nature of public participation in planning, 

rMitchell(1989) raises six fundamental questions. The first question concerns the degree of 

public pmicipatitn which is considered desirable and feasible. While Mitchell 

xknowkdges that the degree of p;udclpaeon varies depending on the situation in question, 

some general fonns of public invulvement in planning have been identified. Perhaps, the 

m s t  popular m n g  these is Amstein's ladder of citizen participation (Figure 3). Amstein 

(1969) suggests that in order of inmasing pubfic involvement in planning, the mngs of the 

ladder could include: non-pxticlpation (manipulation, therzpy); tokenism (informing, 

c ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ,  pkation); and eitizm p w e r  (wrrership, delegated &rizen cmtml). 

In amber study, Sewd: (fYTf) argues that public pardciparjon in planning and 

policy making could range from a "'Paternalistic" system on one emerne to a 

"fP&cipatory" system on the other. In the paternalistic system, a technical or pofidcal elite 





fofmaiaies plans and p2icies which are later approved by the public. By contrast, in the 

prmss. Sewell (1971) fur&cr Eotes that between these two exirernes there are varying 

systems of participation ranging from public input at particular stages of the planning 

process and wcasionaf constrttation to actual participation. For community tourism 

pfannhg, more specfically, H a y w d  (1988: 108) suggests several stages at which local 

vdws stages of the planning process ranging from initial aionsdtations with authorities on 

tourisrn issues to evdllating tornism @icy and achievements, 

Innoibuction of existing tourism policy to 
citizens by the authority. 

2, Animation S:imulation of perception among citizens. 

5. Pankipation (Stage I)  Opening of dialogue between citizens and 
a u ~ o r i  ty. 

4. Participation (Stage 2) Initiation of tousism planning on a h i s  of 
partnership. 

5. f articipatior. (Stage 3) k h t  research - identification of strengths & 
weaknesses, opportunities & threats. 

6. Pzmicipation (Stage 4) DetpmPmation of tourism objectives and 
strategies. 

7. Participation (Stage 5) Joint. decision-making reganiing resource 
docation, devdcvpment & magement. 

fmplementauon of tornism strategy by 
adminismitors. 

9. Patkipation (Stages 5 & 1) Review of tourism policy and ackievements. 

[Sowe: Haywood, 3988: 108) 



The sccond question concerns the segments of the public which should be 

consulted. Mitchell (1989: 128) notes that "ideally a good cross-section of the affected 

public should have the opportunity to participate." While defining the "affected" public is 

subjective, Mitchell observes that in reality certain individuals or groups participate in the 

planning process regardless of whether they have been formally invited or not. Mitchell 

(1989:118) further notes that "the question then is to determine whether these menbers of 

the public are representative of the interests which might be affected." Hodge (1991) offers 

a rather indirect response to this question. He states: 

Regardless of or how many they represen:, those who do get involved 
bring the views of truly interested citizens am! these are valid in and of 
themselves. The issue of representativeness is pclssibly more crucial when it 
comes to selecti~g a f m  citizens io sit on committees. For those making the 
appoinmnts there will be questions of completeness of the representation; 
for those appointed, there is the matter of to whom they are accountable 
(Hodge,l991 :A%) . 

The third question relates to the stage(s) of the planning process at which public 

input shouId be sought. With reference to resource planning, Mitchell (1989) quoting 

Smith (1982) states that public participation may occur at three levels namely nornative, 

strategic and operational. The normative level involves making decisions to determine what 

ought to be done. At the strategic level, decisions are made to determine what can be done 

while the aperational level involves making decisions to determine what will be done. 

According to MkheIl(1989), public participation usually occurs at the operational level. 

The fourth question concerns the elements of a good public participation program. 

Mitchell (1989) notes that there are three essential components of a good public 

participation program. First, there must 'be an 'information out' phase during which 

idonnation should be Oistributd to members of the public whose input is sought. Second, 

&ere mas be 'infmaeon in' phase during which responses s'nouid 'be received from 

the general public and interest groups. Third, ihere should be constant dialogue between 

a f f d  members of ttK public and resource managers. 



The fifth question deals with public participation techniques which are most 

e f f d v e  in particular si~~ations. Mitchell (1989) observes that fiere is a varizw of public 

participation techniques and their effectiveness will vary depending on specific situations, 

For instance, Mitchell 'Indicates that where arbitration is used as a participation technique 

there is a 'good' ability to make ciecisions while public meetings present a 'poor-fair' ability 

to make decisions. 

With specific reference to comunity tourism planning, a variety of techniques 

through which members of the public can participate in the planning process have been 

proposed (Loukissas, 1983; Murphy, 1988; Keogh, 1990). In brief, techniques ranging 

from workshops involving members of the public and planners to small informal meetings 

Setween planners and special interest groups have been recommended. in a study of public 

participation in tourism planning at Cap-Pele in New Brunswick, Canada, Keogh (1990) 

suggests that the distribution of a brochure or newsletter could provide information to 

residents in a more readily comprehensible form. Furthermore, requests for public opinion 

on tourism issues through the mass media as well as public surveys might be used to 

ensure public participation in the planning process. Loukissas (1983) even proposes the 

?IS of gaming simulation techniques to involve members of the public in tourism issues. 

The sixth question concerns striking a balance between the time required for public 

participation programs and the desire to reduce the temporal and fmancid costs involved in 

making decisions. With reference to resource planning, Mitchell (1989) notes that most 

conventional public participation programs rquire a lengthy time period. D-g this time, 

members of the public may exert more pressure to accelerate the resource allocation 

process. Thus, to expedite the planning process Mitchell suggests that resome managers 

may have to develop new pub!ic participation programs or sharply reduce public 

hoIvernenr. 



2.4 Public Parfiefpation and Sustainable Tourism Development 

During the past two decades there have been considerable changes in tourism 

pfming from predominandy marker-driven to more resource-oriented approaches. One of 

the latter approaches which has been emphasized concurrently with community-based 

tourism planning is that of sustainable development. According to Campbell (1992:25), 

"sustainability is a major issue in community tourism" since it advocates the preservation of 

not only the physical bur also the cultural structure of a destination. Thus, the emphasis on 

adopting a sustainabk development approach in tourism planning stems from growing 

concerns about: the degradation of the cultural and natural environment which has resulted 

from various forms of development practices (Tourism CanadaJ990; Inskeep,l991). 

Sustainabk devdapment has been def ned as "...devefopol_ent that meets h e  needs 

of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 

needs" (World Commission on Environment and Development,1987:43). Applied in a 

tourism planning context sustainabfe development refers to tourism which is 

..q l a n w ~ ~  devebped, and managed in such a manner t.hat its natural and 
ctcfturizl resources are not depleted or degraded, but maintabzed a viable 
resources on a permanent brasir for continuous future lsse 
fmskeeep,f 991 .-Dl. 

The Globe '90 Tourism Smam Action Strategy Committee in Vancouver, British 

Columbia, identified five gods of sustainabfe tourism, The Fht  goal is '20 develop greater 

awareness and understanding of the significant contributions that tourism can make to 

enviroment and ?he emnomy" (Tourism Canda,1990:2). While this goal emphasizes the 

importance of increasing public awareness on the benefits of tourism development, the 

public should atso be adequately informed a b u t  the costs of such development. Indeed, 

m y  communities today, consider tourism a panacea for their socioeconomic problems. 

However, upon closer scrutiny it has i n d @ y  k e n  realized &at: 



tourism development may be slow, costly, and disruptive of past living 
patterns as well as providing new economic growth. Every community 
contemplating tourism developmenr should recognize that there are social, 
ecommic, mA enviromntal impacts (Gunn, 1988:24Zj. 

These impacts have been well documented in the literature on tourism (Cohen,1978; 

Mathieson and Wa11,1982; Gee et al.,1989; Coltman,1989; Pearce, 1989; Wa11,1989; 

Milf,1990) and some are presented in Figure 4. Suffice it to note that while economic 

benefits might 1.m communities into developing tourism, there are severe problems which 

might arise from ill-conceived and inadequately planned tourism developments (Mill and 

Morrison, 1985; Tourism Canada, 1990; Hough, 1990; Inskeep, 1991). Thus, providing 

accurate, adequate and easily comprehensible information to the public is one of the key 

issues in the planning and management of tourism in the context of sustainable 

development. 

The second goal of sustainable tourism is "to promote equity in development" 

(Tourism Canada,1990:2). According to Nelson (199056) 

in the spirit of susrizidle development, tourism shoula' be undertakzn with 
equity in mind, i.e. with the idcu of afair distribution of be@ts and costs 
among tourism promters and host people and areas. 

Indeed, it is important for communities to determine how different individuals and groups 

will be affected by the costs and benefits of tourism development. Pearce (1989) identified 

four broad groups which might be affected by various benefits and costs of tourism 

development. Included in Peareek classification are those groups directly involved in the 

developmen: process (e.g promoters, operators and their employees); other residents and 

enterprises (e.g. those indirectly affected by tourist activity); public authorities (e.g. local 
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considerable proportion of the indirecr costs (e.g. tourist-induced inflation). The public 

sector m y  benefit in terns of increased revenue (e.g. through ,w-ious taxes) while many 
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of the direct costs such as service costs are borne by tourists (Pearce, 1989:214-216). 

The third goal of s~stainable tourism is "to improve the quality of life of the host 

community" (Tourism Canada,1990:2). Although quality of life is usually associated with 

environmental factors (e.g. pollution), research aimed at developing an operational 

defhition of the concept (e.g. Koelle,1974; Fradier,l976; Sn?ith,1977) indicates that it is a 

complex issue. Thus, in this thesis quality of life is used to refer to 

..,the set of aEI relations between the individual, the society in which he 
lives and the natural environment ... (UNCHS in Fradier,1976:12). 

The fourth goal of sustainable tourism is "to provide a high quality of experience 

for the visitor" (Tourism Canada,lP90:2). Industry, Science and Technology Canada 

(1990) note that modern tourism consumers are increasingly sophisticated and value- 

conscious. Thus, to ensure tourist satisfaction, emphasis must be on quality in both 

products and services offered by the tourism industry, 

The fifth goal of sustainable tourism is "to maintain the quality of the 

environment ..." (Tourism Canada, l99O:Z). Advocates of susrainable tourism development 

(e-g. Tourism Canada,l990; Inskeep,l991) maintain that there is a close relationship 

between tourism and the environment. In addition, there is growing recognition that while 

the environment is the basis of tourism, it is also affected by the development of tourism. 

However, while various impacts of tourism have been observed, one should not generalize 

the effects of its development. As the relevant literature suggests, there are a number of 

factors which determine the overall type, direction and magnitude of the impact of tourism 

development in various communities (See Butler, 1975; Cohen, 1978; de Kadt, 1979; 

Krippend~rf~ 1982; Mahieson and Wall,1982). 

For instance, Cohen (1978) identified four factors which determine the impact of 

tourism on the environment. First, the impact of tourism on the environment is influenced 

by the intensity of tourist site-use and development (for example the number of visitors, 



frequency of use, and size of area used). Second, the resiliency of the ecosystem (e.g. the 

fragility of environments) cfetermines the impact of tourism on the environment. ;Ihird, the 

motivations of tourist developers such as shortsighted and speculative perspectives towards 

development tend to have considerable influence on the inipacts of tourism. Finally, the 

effects of tourism en the environment are influenced by the transformational character of 

tourism development (e.g. the impact of "conh-ived" or artificial attractions). 

fn another study, Butter (1975) identified a variety of factors which might be 

invdvd in tZre p1mcess of mc cbige induced by tomism development These factors are 

divided into two main sub-categories. First, there are visitor characteristics (e.g. the 

n&r of visitors, length of stay, and tourist activity). The second sub-category comprises 

destination area characteristics (eg. the degree of local involvement in tourism, spatial 

characteristics of development, and strength of local culture). Mathieson and Wall (1982) 

also argue that socio-cultural impacts of tourism development are determined by tourist- 

host interrelationships. These interrelationships are characterized by four elements 

including the transitory and repetitive nature of tourism, temporal and spatial constraints, 

lack of spontaneity, and bequalities in host-tourist experiences of tourism development. 

The aforementioned studies suggest that where appropriate planning and 

management of tourism is practised, its development may not necessarily create undesirable 

effects. Indeed, as Mathieson and Wall (1982: 1) suggest: 

... fom'sm might be a powerfir1 and ben@cial agent of both economic and 
social change. Indeed, toununsrn has stimulated employment and investment, 
modfied Iandiue and economic strucmre, and marie a positive contribution 
ta the balance of payments in many countries throughout the world. 

In some cases, tourism right even serve "...as an agent to prevent change if it is properly 

planed, marketed and managed" (Coltman,1989:260). For instance, to prevent or at least 

reduce negative impacts stemming &om tourism development, planners could disperse or 

concentrate %mist activity within particufar areas. Once in a destination area, tourists could 



dso be assisted "in finding the various attractions and directed away fhom congested or 

ecoiogicaiiy delicate areas" @fiurphy,i983:189j. NegaEive impacts couid dso 'be reduced 

through sufficient publicity of uncrowded sites with lower visitation levels but which offer 

experiences similar to popular areas. Alternatively, differential rates could be used to divert 

tourists &om crowded areas to lesser visited sites (Rosenow and Pilsipher,i979). 

Conversely, where tourism develops rapidly and without sufficient planning there 

is &ways the risk of a variety of negative impacts, In some areas, tourism development has 

of the sustainable development approach in tourism planning (Inskeep,l991) and has been 

defmed as: 

,..the number of visitors rhat an area can accommodate before negative 
impacts occur, &her ro t k  physical environment, the psychofogical arn'm.uk 
of the tourists, or the social acceptance level of the hosts (Martin and 
Uysal7199U:329). 

Thus, where the tourism carrying capacity has been exceeded, resident resentment 

of tourists has been observed (Mathieson and Wa11,1982; D'Amof-e,1983; O'Reilly,1986). 

h British Columbia, previous studies on public attitudes towards tourism development 

have shown that while resident dissatisfaction with tourist activity is minimal, it is not 

unusual @'Arnore,1983), For instance, there have been several examples of public 

resentment towards tourists from the United States or Alberta who travel in self-contained 

recreational vehicles. Such tourists are believed to create congestion at s d l  lakes used by 

Iwal residents of adjacent communities. Some residents further perceive these tourists as 

they might have on tourism development in communities are quite substantial. 



fr; summation, the sustainable development approach represents one of the 

changing perspectives which hzve been oecurhg in tourism planning during the past few 

decades, While various principles have been proposed to encourage tourism planning from 

a sustainable development perspective (See for example, Nelson, 1990), emphasis should 

be on promoting public participation in the preservation of the unique characteristics which 

attract tourists to various communities. In effect, adopting a communiiy-based approach 

with a strong sense of place and sustainable development component should be the primary 

purpose of contempsrary tourism planning. 

2.5 Fundamental Elements of Community Tourism Planning 

In this section, some issues which are considered essential for tourism planning at 

the community level are examined. In examining these issues, this section draws upon 

community tourism planning processes proposed by Gunn (1988) and the British 

Zolumbia Ministry of Tourism (1993). Gunn's process, which is based on a review of 

various community tourism planning processes (e.g. Tourism Canada's Top Secret, 1984; 

and Alberta Tourism's CTAP,1987), is used to provide a conceptual framework for this 

study. The British Columbia ,Wnistry of Tourism process is used because it provides 

guidelines for identifying and implementing tourist-related projects in communities which 

are interested in developing tourism as a form of economic divefsifrcation. 

While there are some differences in the planning processes proposed by Gunn and 

the British Columbia Ministry of Tourism, for example, over the importance of evaluating 

the process, there are many parallels. First, leadership organization is considered an 

essential element of the totnisrn planning process. Gunn (1988) suggests that a sufficiently 

nrotivated, competenl and committed leadership must be established to direct a 

ctxamuni~% touitam ddeveiqmnt program fn many communities, the initiative to develop 

tourism may come frsm a few individuals such as the mayor, planners or certain 

community associatioms' leaders. New Glarus, Wisconsin; Frederick, Maryland; and 



Chemainus, British &!umb;ia represent a few of these communi?ies (Blank, 1989; Festival 

of h41~~ats,1989 Barnes and Hayter, IWZ). 

Although the leaders of a community tourism development program possess 

relevant planning and implementation skills, collective effort is usually necessary to ensure 

successful tourism development. Therefore, a new organization should be formed to 

"...guide what should be done to enhance tourism development and how to do it" 

(Gunn,1988:251). The British Colcmbia Ministry of Tourism (1993) suggests that a 

Tourism Committee composed of a diverse group representative of the tourism industry in 

a community should be established to develop and implement a Cornrnunity Tourism 

Action Plan. The committee should include representatives from Chambers of Commerce, 

Regional Tourism Associations, Industry Operators, Municipal Councils, Economic 

Development Officm, Tribal Councils and other interested residents. 

Second, the participation of a broad spectrum of a community's residents is 

considered vital for the success of the planning process. Gunn (1988) suggests various 

stages of the process at which a community's residents can participate. For instance, 

residents can help planners identify tourism opportunities by participating in short 

"familiarization tows" of their communities. These tours can dm help reduce the problem 

of overrating atzacticns which are significznt to local residents but are not appealing to 

visitors (I-fowell,l98f), Cum f 1988) fmher suggests that local residents can visit and/or 

interact with successful tourism communities in order to leam from their experiences in 

developing tourism. However, to ensure success in their own communities, residents must 

be sufficienfly motivated and commi~ed to tomism development. 

Tfae third essential element of community tourism planning is the collection of 

reliable in fomabx  Gnnn (2988) suggests rhar prior ro dwel~ping toarism, my 

wmmmiw should c~~~~ sufficient infofination rebed m eight imp~ntant items. These are 

the market situation, attraction po~entid~ transportation, infrastnrcntre, tourist-oriented 

businesses, infixmadon, promo~on and regulation policy. 'While Gunn acknowledges that 

3 9 



an inventory of these may seem a formidable task, he emphzsizes the importance of 

c~nsidering di of them, This viewpoint is echaed by the British Columbia Ministry of 

Tourism which encourages communities to collect reliable data concerning their tourism 

markets, assets and concerns. The assets and concerns are addressed in relation to a 

comunity's attractions, promotions, infrastructure, hospitdity and services. 

The fourth aspect which is considered essential to the success of the planning 

process is the establishment of an action program. Gunn (1988) suggests that the action 

program should clearly indicate :be roles of public, private and nun-profit sectors in 

developing tourism in a communisy. Cunn funher notes that while the integration of these 

different sectors into the action program ensures success in the planning process, tourism 

development is the reqmasibifity of the entire c~mmuniry. This view is dso reflected in the 

British Columbia 3dinis-y of Tourism's emphasis on the participatio~~ of focal residents in a 

Community Tourism Action Workshop, At the workshop, participants identify tourism 

goals for their community as we11 as projects aimed at attaining these goals. Action steps 

addressing the implementation of tlle projects are atso developed, 

The basic difference beween the p3mning processes proposed by Gunn (1988) and 

h e  British Columbia Ministry of Tourism f f 993) concerns the importance of evaluating the 

process. Gunn suggests that projects aimed at promoting tourism development in a 

-unity should be constantly evduated to ensure that they are compatible with the gods 

identified by the community. Where these gods are not being satisfied, mare data should 

be c o k t e d  to betermine why this is the case aid appropriate aciion raken lo reciify the 

proIzfern(s). While the importance of evaluating the planning pmcess is not suggested by 

tfse British C Q ~ I ' I I ~ ~  *Minisl;rjf. of Tourism, the two processes provide the basis for 
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2.6 Summary 

This literatwe review asserts bat understanding the sense of place held by the 

residents of any commmity is essential in order to encourage the developmen; of 

appropriare tourism, It is argued that the sense of place held by the residents of any 

community is a product of theif relationship(s) with certain characteristics of that place 

which disttnguish it  from other places, In British Columbia, communities interested in 

developing tourism have been capitalizing on specific characteristics which are "unique" to 

&eir cun;miir;ifies md wELch p m y  a disthct sense of place. This is evident in the diverse 

range of themes (from the '%avzuian City of the Rockies" in KimberZey to "Western 

Heritage" and "Jellyofl" in Ashcrof~ and Ly tton respectively), which have been adopted as 

the bases for develqing, ~ourirrn in may communities throughout ths province. While 

these unique chmcterisxics may attract tourisrs to a plzce, they nay  also lead to the 

alteration of the sense ofpface held by is residents and possibly even its eventual demise as 

a tourist destination. Thus, incorporating a sense of place in tourism planning is vital in 

order to enccwrage the development ~f tourism which is considered appropriate by local 

resideri ts. 



The purpose of &is chapter is to provide a brief background of Ashcroft and Lytton 

in order to establisfi the context for considering tourism development. The chapter 

ziddresszs issues such as the physiicd, demographic and economic cfiataeteristks of 

Askmfi d L y m ,  tvKt elabr@es on the historical development of the two communities. 

'Ke chapter cuncftrdes with a disussion of physical and culturaf characteristics which are 

considered 'unique' to Ashcrufg and tytron, The uniqueness ctf these charac~eristics is 

demortsu-ated in tbe devefop~n:: of tomism resources which create a distinct sense of place 

fw =fi cornmu~r~r, Recent attempts to overcome obstacles to the &veIoprnt=nt of towism 

in Ashaoft and Ljirzm as wdl as tfre srinoitndiing region we at= iiigMightd, 



having cactus flowers, sageflmsh, tumbleweed and scattered Ponderosa Pine as its 

d e m r  vegetation, With &is type of vegetarian, Ashcroft and Cache Creek (a community 

1 1 kilometers north ofAshmft3 have been described as the "Arizona of Canada" creating a 

nostalgia for the old "Westt=ma3aimes (High Country Tourism Association,l991). 

3.2 Demographic Cfraraeteristics 

Tfte ppufaion of Ashaaft increased rapidiy during the 1960s and the 1970s 

reaching its peak of 2,f 56 residents in 3981. However, by 1986 Ashcroft's population had 

dm& by 1 1.2 percent and it continued to decline by an additional f 0.4 per cent in 1991 

Vabie 3. The rapid popuiauon gowih during the 1960s has 'ken attributed to tbe housing 

demarrds for the BetbZehem mine which started operating iri ihe Highland Valley in 1%2. 

A l h u g h  tfie mine shut down in June 1982, it re-opened in January,l983 and by 1985, it 

empfoyed about 450 people most of whom resided in Ashcroft (Province of British 

GofrnbiSt,l989f. However1. the opening of the Coquihdfa highway in 1986 reduced traffic 

vdumes though the Eraser-Tkompsm canyon resufting in considerable loss of businesses 

and population pmiculdy in Ashaoft ;md Cache Creek. 



In contrast, Lytton did not experience any significant growth in its population 

during &e 1960s and 1970s. The village reached its peak of 494 people in 1971 but the 

population has continued to decline since (Table 3). The population growth between 1966 

and 1971 has been attributed to the opening of the Lytton lumber mill (Stevenson Kellogg 

Ernst and Whinney,i988). In 1991, Lytton's population showed a negligible 0.5 per cent 

increase from the 1986 census. 

In both Ashcroft and Lytton, the population structure reveals the predominance of 

residents aged 15 years and over (Table 4). The 1986 population census indicated that these 

residents constituted apptoximately 74 and 75 per cent of the total population of Ashcroft 

and Lytton respectively. Generally, residents aged 15 years and over constituted the active 

labour farce in Ashmfi and Lytton, but with limited job opportunities unemployment rates 

were relatively high when compared to the Provincial average (Table 5). As Table 5 

indicates, unemployment rares were particularly higher for females which reflects their 

vulnerability on the job market (Table 6). 

Table 4 Age and Sex Smcture in Ashcroft and Lytton (1 9861 

ASHCROFT LYTTON 
Sex Sex 

Age Male Female Total Male Female Total 

0-4 years 75 70 145 15 15 30 
5-9 years 85 75 160 20 10 30 
10-14 years 100 95 195 15 15 30 
f 5-19 years SX) 70 160 15 10 25 
20-24 years 55 65 120 15 15 30 
25-34 years 145 150 295 30 35 65 
35-44 years 165 150 315 20 20 40 
45-56 years 100 45 195 20 15 35 
55-64 years 
KC 4 A  =,ex,- 

95 
A A  

80 
CA 

175 
M 

15 20 35 
V J f T  J W 3  W 3 W  7U 10 10 20 
75 years + 32 - 40 - 70 - 10 5 - 15 

Tozal 980 940 1,920 185 170 355 

[Some: Statistics ~~ 1986 Population Census) 



Table 5 h b u r  Force Activity in Ashcroft ;end Lytton : 15 year- 

ASHCROFT LYTTON 

L a k  Force Sex Sex 

Advity Male Female Male Female 

fn &e Labour Force 530 290 1 10 60 

Employed 480 250 95 45 

Unemployed 50 40 15 15 
tlneslploymen t Rate 9.4 13.8 13.6 25 

(Source: Statistics Canada, 1986 Populdtion Census) 

3.3 Economic Charasteristics 

The economy of Ashaoff is dependent on mining in the Highland Vdley, which 

provided jobs to at least one-third of the community's working population during the late 

1980s (Stevenson Kellogg Ernst and Whinney,l988). Cattle ranching and hay farming are 

dso important especially north of Ashcroft although much of the hay is consumed by local 

farms. Further soath, fruits and vegetables are grown in small quantities along the 

Thompson Riveis Valley and are mostly marketed through roadside stands. 

Lytton's emnomy is dominated by forestry which focuses primarily on lumber 

manufacturing. However, agriculture (especially ginseng pruduction) is also important in 

the Botannie Valley north of Lytton, making the area the largest ginseng producer in 

Westenr Canada (Province of British Columbia, nd). In addition, Lytton has ided climatic 

conditions for the pr&ctiun of hay, fruits and vegetables. Lytton's economy is further 

supported by white-water rafting particulady on the Thompson River (FieldworkJ992). 



ASHCROFI' LY?TON 
Occupation Sex Sex 

Male Female Total Male Female Total 

AD Occupations 505 275 780 110 75 185 

Managerial, adminifd~e 
& rdated wcupittiom. 65 20 85 - 5 5 

Teaching & related 

occupations. 20 35 55 10 15 25 

Bccupations in medicine 

& health. 5 45 50 - 5 5 
Technological, social, religious, 
artistic & related occupations. 20 25 45 10 - 10 

Cfericaf & related wcupatiozls, 10 75 85 5 10 15 

Sales occupations. 15 25 40 10 - 10 

Sm-ice occupati~ns. 30 40 70 15 20 35 
Primary occupations. 110 - 110 15 20 35 

Processing oecupadom. 20 - 20 25 - 25 

Transporntion equipment 

operating occupations, 30 - 30 15 - 15 

ma 10 10 20 - - - 
(Some: Statistics Can&, 1986 Population Census) 



3.4 Historical DeveEoprnertt 

3.4.2 Municipality of Ashcroft 

Ashcroft derives its name from the Cornwall brothers who operated a cattle ranch 

and popular roadhouse on the gold trail to the C a r i b  during the second half of the 19th 

century. In 1862, Clement and Henry Cornwall built a manor where they offered 

aceommudation to miners and packers travelling to the Cariboo. The manor was named 

Ashcroft after the CornwaIl's ancestral home in England (Ferguson Regional Consulting, 

nd). Although the originaf manor burned in 1943, the roadhouse still operates as a 

commercial enterprise, and it is one of the major tourist attractions that the village of 

Ashcroft boasts. 

whik several mncfies we= established in the Ashcroft area during the 1860s and 

3 8 7 0 ~ ~  the community owes its existence to the constmetion of the Canadian Pacific 

Railway which commenced in 1884. Prior to 1885, the village of Ashcroft depended on 

subsistence farming, grain anci cattle for its livelihood, while Ashcroft Manor served as the 

social center for the area In 1865 the Cornwall brothers had built a race track at their 

roadhouse where horse races were held in the spring and autumn. Fox hunting and dog 

breeding were also introduced. 

From 1884 to If885 railway construction occurred in the area making Ashcroft the 

northemmosr station of the Canadian Pacific Railway in the interior of British Columbia. 

The construction of the railway brought dramatic changes to Ashcroft, which subsequently 

pospered as the "Gateway to the Car ib" .  The community flourished with the arrival of 

trainlads of supplies and people frcm the coast and across the nation b a n d  for the mines 

of the C a r i b  and the Highland Valley. Some of the people stayed in Ashcroft and 

~ ~ ~ ; ~ ~ a &  & p~ &-gjgq,?&* 

r%z,&* -,,,,g the !ate 1880s Ashaoft cosfinued to p w  zs mcEag cqmidd from 

Lytton to the Carib00 in a& to provide supplies for the miners and tbeir mules. Ashaoft 

emerged ;is an important wsshipment point handling ttmsmds of cattle annually while 



supplies were ?rmsi>orted north to the mines and ranches. Ashaoft's prosperity continued 

throughout the 1890s but started to decline after the construction of a new railway line from 

Squarnish to northern British Columbia during the early teens of the present century. Since 

then, the village of Ashcroft has experienced periods of boom and decline primarily driven 

by agriculture and mining. The community of Ashcroft was incorporated into a 

municipality on June 27th, 1952 (B .C. Municipal Yearbook, 199 1). 

3.4.2 Municipality of Lytton 

Prior to the arrival of the first European settlers in the interior of British Columbia, 

the community of what is now Lytton was occupied by ancestors of the Salish Native tribe. 

For thousands of years, the abundance of salmon in the Fraser and Thompson Rivers 

(named after the European explorers Simon Fraser and David Thompson) provided a 

livelihood for the natives. Besides providing security against hunger, the salmon served as 

a valuable trade commodity which the Salish tibe's ancestors exchanged with other native 

tribes' materials and artwork (Lytton and District Chamber of Commerce, nd). 

Among the first whites in the area were traders and explorers such as Simon Fmser 

who visited the "Cumchin" (i.e. the meeting place of the Fraser and Thompson rivers) in 

1808 while searching for a route to the Pacific Ocean. In the 1850s, gold and other 

precious minerals were discovered in many tributaries of the Fraser and Thompson rivers 

bringing prospectors into the area. In spite of the natives' resistance of the white settlers' 

presence, the latter eventually dominated the land and its resources. Xmmediately there arose 

a need for transportation links to facilitate the movement of wealth and supplies to and from 

the area. Road construction h u g h  the area commenced in 1860 but immediately prior to 

this, the thriving community which was simply known as the "Forks" acquired a new 

name. Thus, in 1858 the community was named Lytton after the British Colonial Secretary 

Sir Edward Bulwer t y m n  (Lytton and Dismct Chamber of Commence, nd), 



The road reached Lytton in 1863 but shortly thereafter the community experienced a 

period of decline. The majority of the gold prospectors iefi the area to seek weaM 

elsewhere. However, just like Ashcroft, the second great boom for Lytton commenced 

with the construction of the Canadian Pacitic Railway in the 1880s. Besides offering 

respite to the railway travellers, Lytton started providing services to the ranches and mines 

which had been established in the surrounding areas. The construction of the Canadian 

National Railway after 1910 created the third great boom for Lytton which reached its peak 

in 19!4.h subsequent-yews, Lytton experienced a graduzl decline which reached its worst 

sages during the 1930s and 1940s when most of the community's wealth and property 

was destroyed by fires. The late 1950s and emly 1960s marked a period of rejuvenation for 

Lpom due to the construction of the Trans-Canada highway. Although the opening of the 

Coquihalla highway in 1986 reduced traffic volumes through Lytton by 35 - 40 per cent, 

the community has survived as a service center for local residents and travellers. The 

village of Lytton was incorporated into a municipality on May 3rd71945 (B.C. Municipal 

Yearbook, 1991). 

3.4.3 The "Birth" of the Gold Country Communities Society 

During the past two decades the region around Ashcroft and Lytton has experienced 

very little growth. For instance, the region's population declined from 11,494 people in 

1976 to 11,365 people by 1986 (B.C. Municipal Statistics,l971-1991; Statistics 

Canada,1992). In general, this population decline has been attributed to economic 

restructuring primarily in mining and forestry corporations but also in agricultural activities 

within the region (Stevenson Kellogg Ernst & Whinney,1988). 
* .  

I;; 8ddihi ,  the area has been expenenzing chaiiges hi P i  dcim6-rai;hic s@iict.ai: 

which mc s i m i ! ~  ,to the cuncnt tread across North America. me reginn's ppuladm 

structure is oriented towards smaller families and increasing older people thereby severely 

affecting its replacement rates. The opening of the Coquihalla highway in 1986 increased 



ble vtihembility of this &eady deciining region even further. With the exception of 

Chmn, basinesses d conmi t i e s  dong the Tms-Cmah highway including Lytton, 

Ashcroft, Cache Creek and Savona were extensively affected by the new highway 

(Stevenson Kellogg Ernst & Whinney,l988). 

Attempts to redress the situation in the area emphasized the importance of a regional 

approach rather than individual communities working in isolation. In 1990, the 

communities of Ashcroft, Cache Creek, Clinton and Lytton collectively received the 

Provincial Government's "Strong Communities in the '90s" grant (Fieldwork, 1992). 

Subsequently, a cooperative program was established to stimulate economic and social 

revitalization within the communities. The program was very successful since it contributed 

significantiy to the accomplishment of various projects in the area (for example construction 

of a new bridge in Ashcroft and designation of Highway 97C). Recognizing that the 

communities could achieve more if they pooled their resources together rather than work in 

isolation, Lillooet, Logan Lake, Savona and Spences Bridge eventually joined the program. 

Today, the program operates under the name of the Gold Country Communities 

Society and is composed of eight communities. The Society has a full-time manager who 

coordinates any interest group's efforts to encourage economic and/or social revitalization 

in the member communities. The Society is also actively engaged in tourism activities and 

projects since tourism has been identified as the sector which has the greatest potential for 

development in the Gold Country (Fieldwork,l992). Considerable attention is attached to 

the promotion of specific events such as Cattle Drive '92 and the 1993 Canada Summer 

Games which are geared towards boosting tourist volumes in the region. The Society is 

funded by the British CoIumbia Ministq of Economic Development, Small Business and 

Trade, the Ministry of Munikipd Affairs ai~d the Heritage Tmst of British Columbia. In 

addition, administrarive assistance is provided by Heritage Canada. Funding has been 

guaranteed until March 3 Ist, 1994 (I;iefdwork,f 992). 



3.5 Tourism DeveJopment, in Ashcroft and Lyttsn 

Although the communities of Ashcroft and Lytton are not considered as major 

tourist destinations, they have the potential for considerable tourism development. The 

tourist attractions, activities and events offered by Ashcroft and Lytton are presented in 

Table 7. 

Table '7 Tourist Attractions. Activities and Events in Ashcroft and Lytton (1992) 

Type of Asset ASHCROFT LYTM)N 

Attractions 

Festivals 

& Events 

Ashcroft Manor (1862); 

Ashcroft Museum; Hat Creek 

Ranch; Highland Valley Copper 

Mine; Walking Tour of Historic 

Sites. 

Horse Back Riding; Fishing; 

Golf (Sendin Valley - Cache 

Creek). 

Ashcroft & District Rodeo 

(CPRA); NL'AWAXM Eagle 

Motorplex; Ashcroft Daze; 

Sun Country Rodeo (3CRB); 

Bonspiels; Ice Carnival, 

Ganada Day Celebrations; 

Confluence of Eraser and Thompson 
Rivers; Lytton Jellyroll; Scenic 

Stein Valley; Lions Heritage Park; 

Historic Walking Tour, 

Whitewater Rafting; Cross-country 

Skiing; Gold Panning; Hiking; Nature 

Viewing; Fishing; Snowmobiling; 

Big Game Hunting; Cmping / 
Picnicking; Swimming. 

Lytton Days; Canada Day; 

Jellyroll Festival. 

Ashcroft Cattle Ckive '92. 

(Source: Gold Counq CTAPJ991; High Country Tourism Association,!991; Gold 
Country Co-uni~es Society9 xi) 



In Ashcroft, the main tourist attractions are strongly attached to the community's 

heritage. For instance, Ashcroft Manor (originally built in 1862) is one of the few 

roadhouses which are still notable in the Gold Country. Scattered between Lytton and the 

&boo, the roadhouses served as centers of commerce, social life and information during 

the Caribor, gold rush in the second half of the 19th century. Today, mere remnants exist 

on the original sites of most of these roadhouses while Ashcroft Manor and Hat Creek 

Ranch (located abour 11 kilometers north of Cache Creek) are the only ones which are still 

~ i i e ~ i .  

In addition to promoting its long historical background, Ashcroft capitalizes on a 

number of activities and events to attract special tourist markets. The NL'AKAPAXM 

Eagle Motorplex, a drag strip adjacent to the Trans-Canada highway (about 4 kilometers 

north of Ashcroft), is perhaps one of the most promising events in the area. Initiated by the 

Ashcroft Indian Band in 1987, the motorplex attracted 13,000 fans and more than 300 

different racers in that year and has since continued to gain prestige annually (Stevenson 

Kellogg Ernst & Whinney, 19'88; High Country Tourism Association, 1% 1). Through the 

development of the rnotorplex, the Ashcroft - Cache Creek area expects to receive 

consistent spin-off effects from the motorsport market during the summer season. For 

instance, local businesses are expected to benefit from offering non-tourism services such 

as vehicle equipment, repairs and services for racing vehicles (Stevenson Kellogg Ernst & 

WhinneyJ988). 

The municipality of Ashcroft is currently constructing a new $200,000 swimming 

pool which, besides catering to local needs, will also offer more relaxation facilities to 

tourists visiting the area to attend events such as the motorplex. The downtown area is also 

being revitalized to create a more pleasant atmosphere for tourists interested in shopping 

while attending festivals and events in the community. Besides the Eagle Motorplex, other 

significant events in Ashcroft include rodeos and cattle drives which reflect the 

wmliIli~'s ' W e s m  Heritage" theme. 



In Lytton, the major tourist attractions are primarily associated with physical 

characteristics. For instance, the community promotes the confluence of the Fraser and 

Tfiompson rivers, the scenic Stein Valley and the "jellyroli" as la main tourist attractions. 

The jellyroll which has been in existence for at least 11,000 years is "...a roll& layer of silt 

encased in coarser sands and gravels ... found in a gravel pit south of the town" (High 

Country Tourism Association, f991:4), The jellyroll is considered unique because of its 

size which measures several meters in length while similar smctures iue usually measured 

in ::entir=-,ie;-,. The jmc:im of the silt-laden Fraser and the jade-colomed Tftompscn rivers 

is also considered a unique historic site since it was where the European explorer, Simon 

Fraser first met ancestors of the native Salish tribe in 1808. In the summer season, a b u t  

15 tour buses visit the confluence of the Fraser and Thompson rivers each day (Field 

Survey,1992). 

The municipaliq of Lytton also attracts specialty tourist markets through various 

activities and events. For example, white-water rafting which was first commercialized in 

1973, currently attracts about 10,000 people into the community annually (Field 

Smey,1992). Several miking companies operare in the area attracting tourists worldwide 

arrd restoring the community's pride as the "Rafting Capital of Canada". Outdoor recreation 

activities such as hiking and backpacking in the Stein and Botannie valleys &so appeal to 

some specidty markets, However, these activities generally provide little opportunities that 

can benefit local businesses in the Lytton area (Stevenson Kellogg Ernst & 

Whinney,1988). Additional tourist activities in Lytton include gold panning, fishing, big 

game hunting and snowmobiling in the Botamie valley. 

While the cornunities of Ashcroft and Lyttorr have the potential for considerable 

tourism deveiopment, a number of obstacles can still be identified (Appendix 4)- For 

insmce, the Gold Count3y CfAP (1991) identified the lack of specific fwd points as a 

ma&r obstacle to tourism development not only in Ashaoft and Ly~on,  but also in other 

conununities which constiwte &e Cold COunzxy, Indeed, as Don Ference & Aswciales 



(19S;(j: 151) observe "a community lacking a downtown core or a unified &erne is not very 

emt&i.tg ta ptafild e&sm";i& 2Lqd investors in t,=u~sm-x--,!af& Pmjects". COnseqdently, ~k,e 
WLLbJVAxI 

various Cold Counq communities are cunentfy attempting to attract more tourists by 

developing and adopting different themes such as "Western Heritage" in Ashcroft, 

"JeHyroB" in Lytton and "50s Graffiti" in Cache Creek (Gold Country CTAP,1991). 

Furlhemore, tousisr activity in the Gold Country is dominated by various forms of 

touring, While the major touring Illitfrets ( e g .  British Columbia's residents and long-haul 

tourists from the U.S. and other Canadian Provinces) pass through the area on their 

northward nips to the Yukon, Alaska and rhe Rocky Mountains or southward to Vancouver 

and Vancouver Islanrf, they rarely stop long enough to contribute significantly to the 

economy of the region (Stevenson Kellogg Ernst and Whinney, 1988), The opening of the 

Coquihalla Highway in 1986 also had significant negative impacts on tourism-related 

businesses in the Gold Country, particularly in Ashcroft and Cache Creek. In Lytton, 

however, the impact of the Cqttihaflrt Highway has been less severe since most of the 

rafting trips are arranged in advnnce (Stevenson Kellogg Emst & Whinney,1988), 

Thus, in an attempt to increase rourist volumes in their area, the Gold Country 

communities have been promoting circle tows through collab~ative efforts (Price 

Waterhouse,f 989). Covering 263 kilometers, the tours start from Lytton northbound along 

Highway 1 past Spenees Bridge, to Ashaoft and Cache Creek. From Cache Creek, the 

EUWS go further north along Highway 97 to Clinton and finally southward dong Highway 

12 passing through Lillmz back to Lytton. In the summer season only, th5 tours also go 

via the Kelly Lake Road from Highway 97 to Pavilion and back to Ly#on through Lilfcxlet 

fF iyrc 5). 

The Gold Cotirrq nzgirm &so has r k  potential 10 increase totsrist irOiums since it 

has good aanspomri~n links wkh its major tomist markets Fjr instaxe, the. area is 

accessible through Highway I, Higtrwz-y #97 to Alaska Highway, Highway 12 and 

Highway 99-Duffy Lak& mad- In kct, EEghway 951 provides an dternaaitre route fm the 



Figure 5 The Gold Country and Wfistler-Eraser Canyon Circle Tours 

Whistler-Fraser Canym Circle ?bur 
LEGEND 

r - .I - Gold Country Circle Tour 



circle tours since tourists can travel from the Fraser Canyon to Vmcouver via Pemberton 

and Since Whistfes is a burgeoning worid class resort, the Wtiisder-Fraser 

Canyon circle tow corrfd increasingly become atacrive to tourists (Rice 'Waterhiluse, 

1989). The Gold Country, in general, and Ashcroft and L p o n  in particular, aim have 

various service-0rienze.d businesses which can cater to tourists (Table 8). Therefore, while 

some: major obstacles affecting infrasmcrure and services can be identified, the Gold 

Tabk 8 Se  1 ected - Se mi ce-on'ented Businesses in the Gold Cou ntw Rerri on 

7 - 
Cate~tow of Business Number off staMishments 

Hm1s / Motels 35 
RV's / Camping 25 
Resorts 17 
Resraurants 50 
Service Stations 28 



C H A P T E R  F O U R  

THE CTAP PROCESS IN ASHCROFT AND LYTTON 

The purpose of rbis chapter is to describe the community tourism planning 

processes completed by ksfrmft and t y m n .  The chapter f i t  examines the application of 

the community tourism planning process in the rnunicipa!ifies of Ashcroft and Lytton. 

Ess4=ndatly7 an attempt is made to determine the extent to which comxnunity tourism 

planning processes proposed in &e 3iteram-e are applied in practice. This is accompIished 

tfnwgh three main sages,. 

First, at a eoncep$ual level, a comparative analysis of the tourism planning 

processes proposed by Gum (1988) and the British Columbia Ministry of Tourism (19!93) 

is made, The planning prwcss propused by Cunn is used to provide a conceptual 

h m e w o k  for the snsdy and does nor necessarily suggest that it is he only one or the 

"id&" process. Games process is used because he is the forerunner of tourism planning 

and a prominent academic who has pubIished widely on tourism planning issues. Second, 

at an applied level, a comparison is made between the CTAP processes completed by 

Ashcraft and Lytton arrd the process proposed by the British Columbia Ministry of 

Tomism to determine Row welf the two communities adhered ro the guidelines set by the 

Ministry. The third stage fri&li&a h e  differences in Ashcrofts anb Ly~on ' s  CTAP 

pcesses md offers a p w n h l  eeirplulafiort for rficse differences. 

The second part of this chaprer investigates the representation of community 

irrteresfs in Ashaoffs and L p d s  tatlrism pkmnfng processes. Tfiis involves three stages. 

First* h e  s ~ e h d d e r  p u p s  which pde ipaxd  in tourism action worhfiops frosted by 

Ashaof% and &e Gold Cmnn-;. xgim zs a whde we considwed Secmd, tfIe perceptions 

af ~ s g x m k ~ t s  to rr,ail& q.w&wazirzs md kpu;: i d m a  regding pstsfk @cipation 

irr, tourism planning in dshi~mk md Lyttoa BE examined. Finally, the fa~m affecting 



The third part of this chapter deals with pblic participation in tourism planning in 

A s h o f t  and Lyrtm as well as the development of appropriate tourism in the two 

commullities. EssentSly, an attempt is made to determine whether public participation in 

the tourism planning prmss encowages the deveiopment of tourism which is considered 

appropriae by residents of Ashcmit and Lytton. As mentioned previously, such tourism 

tends to respect &e itspirations and priorities of a community's residents. One of these 

priorities is the preservarion of the sense of place held by a community's residents. 

4.1 Community T~trrism Planning Processes in Ashcroft and Lytton 

The steps involved in the pianning processes proposed by Gunn, the British 

Cblzrmbia M i n i s ~  of TolrrIm- ad &ose ernpfoyed by Ashcroft and Lytton are presented in 

Table 9. The table shows that with tire exception of the evaluation stage, the planning 

processes proposed by Gunn and the Ministry of Tourism are essentially similar, The 

exdusion of the evaluation stage from the process suggested by the Ministry of Tourism 

can be attributed .to &)re relatively recent introduction of CTAPs in British Columbia. 

Matsotfgh the Ministry of Tourism attempted to evaluate the C T A P  program, the results of 

he s a y  were incomplete and have nor been made available to the public (klajcher,l993). 

Table 9 also shows that the C T A P  completed by Ashcroft addressed the steps 

proposed by the Ministry of Tourism more thoroughly thm the CTAP completpd by 

Lyttm In particuI;tr, while Ashcroft bosted a tourism action workshop in partnership with 

rfse Ministry of Tourism md identified tourism projects, Lytton neither hosted a similar 

workshop nor identified any iourism projects. However, it should be noted that although 

L-n did not hast its o m  workshop, repremtatives from the community participated in 

~t-".*%- t . . t A + L r r a  ***ZS-L .-.ni- L--*-l L-. *t- 11-12 0------ ----- 3 - 1  
Qf-ftL YYVflWlfVp WlllCtl WcW Iltl3ECU Lfr iHC W l U  LVUJlUY f ~ & H 1  h l n 1  of 

p p ~ s -  %=: gw~Wq aC=r;,an. w&&q host& by &f: 6:&j iqy&--j 

representatives from eight mmunihes  (including Ashcroft and Ly#cr~) which co~stitute 

* & M h q W k s O c i e r g . ,  



Table 9 $&ps Involved ia Tourism Plannin Bwesses Adyocared by Gum and %.@. 
Ministry of Tolnism Compared to those Completed by Ashnoft and L - m  

Proponent/ 
Community 

Ste s of the 

f 
I 

Process 

Step f Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5 

Identify 
opportunities 

Establish an 
A d o n  
Program * 

Conduct a 
Post- 
deIopment 
Evduation * 

Form a 
Tourism 
Action 

42ommi#ee * 
Formed 
Tourism 
A c b  

Prior to 
CTAP ** 

Host a CTAP 
Workshop * 

Undertake 
Project 
fdentification 
and Impleme- 
ntation * 

No 
Evaluation 

Identified 

Hosted a 
CTAP 
Workshop ** 

Identified 
Projects ** 

No 
Evaluation 
Conducted 

Participated in 
Gold Country 
Workshop ** 

Gum, 19.88; Asftaof~~s CTAPJ989; Lytton's eTAP,1991; Gold Country 
CTAPJ99; Province of British Columbia, 1993) 



The &L%ererices in the two minmuiiitiesl phnning pmesszs can be attributed to 

rnnhl~flc nf Ie~&&ip o q p ~ j ~ ~ ~ n  in L y t ~ ~ n  &aq in zA&cr& r---- -- -- -- 
Prim ta tfie initiation of thc CTAP process, Ashcroft bad a tourism committee which had 

k n  established as part of &e fwd Chamber of Commerce while Lytton did not have a 

s h 3 a r  comrm i~ .  In&, to d ; t ~  the community of Lytton has not established a tourism 

cum mi^ although it has a Downtown Revitalization committee which is not dedicated to 

tourism but deals In a peripheral manner with tourism issues that are related to its 

jmifdiction. Since the tourism committee is responsible for developing and implementing a 

community's CTAP, its existence in Asheroft but not in Lytton can be a potential 

explanation for the differences in the two communities' planning processes. 

One observation concerning the establishment of tourism committees in Ashcroft 

and Lyrton relates to the use of specific criteria to select members of the comnlittees. The 

British Columbia Ministry of Tourism suggests that communities interested in developing 

tcsurism may have to consider a number of factors when selecting members to their tourism 

commirtees. These factors are presented in Table 10. However, comments made by key 

informants regarding leadership crganization in Ashcroft and Lytton, indicate that no 

criteria were, or indeed should be, used to select tourism committee members. The key 

hhnxmts argue that due to the small sizes of their communities, they primarily depend on 



vok~nteers to get things done. As a result, settkg stipulations on who k a m e  members of 

&e committee would "dose the doors" and reduce public participation in the planning 

process, 

4.2 The Representation of Community Interests in Tourism Planning 
Processes Completed by Ashcroft and Lytton 

In section 4.1, it was noted that the community of Ashcroft hosted a tourism action 

workshop as part of its CTkP process which was completed in 1989. However, while a 

similar workshop was not hosted by Lytton, representatives from the community 

participated in another workshop which was hosted by the Gold Country region in 199 1. 

Since Lytton did not host its own workshop, its representatives at the Gold Country 

wmkshop are used to detemine the stakeholder groups that participated in the community's 

tourism planning process. in the case of Ashcroft, with the exception of three individuds, 

its representatives at tire Gold Country workshop had also participated in the workshop 

which had been hosted by the community in 1989. These representatives are also used to 

determine the stakeh01der groups that participated in Ashcroft's tourism planning process. 

4.2.1 Participants in Community Tourism Action Workshops 

The stakeholder groups which participated in the workshops hosted by Ashcroft 

and the Gold Country region are presented in Figures 6 and 7. When compared to 'the 

various sectors which constitute the tourism industry (Table 1 I), as well as sectors which 

are nos directly involved in tourism, Figures 5 md 7 indicate that participants at the two 

workshops did not sufficiently represent their communities' interests in the planning 

pwesses. 
. - , & & b e  * - & PrO";e'riirS Df ~o~~j.5+t- 

wh&d bsskeses (eg. be:!s f mt& md gift shops) C?T t,c??~ist amctims (e.9. heritage 

sites and museums). At the workshop hosted by Ashcroft in 1989, there were 3 

stakeholders from a s h  of &ese two pups. Ashcroft Chamber of Commerce had 2 



F t p  6 Ashcroft's Comunitv Tourkrn Action Workshou Partici~ants 

MunicipalCouncil 

El Chamber of Commerce 

Attractions (eg. Heritage Sites) 

IllI Tourist - Oriented Businesses (e.g. Hotels) 

CS Chha (i.e. Uu@d Stakeholder Groaaps) 

Figure 7 Gold Country Region's Comrnunit~ Tourism Action Workshop Participants 
(M=5)** 

Municipal Council 

Chamber of Commerce 

Tourist - Oriented Businesses (e.g. Hotels) 

(%urce: Community To&% Action Plan-Ashmft, 1989; Community Tourism Action Plan-Gold Country, 1991) 

* - 1Be num-kr of participants reflects Asheroftis representatives at ?he Gold Country 

Tcurism Action workshop. 
* * The number of participants reflects representatives from Lytton only and not 

participants from all the eight communities which constitute the Gold Country 

region, 



s+&eholders while the Pdunicipal Council had 1 stakeholder. Figure 6 d s s  shows that two 

of the part_icipa"ts at the workshop hosted by Ashcroft &d not specify their st&!kehol&r 

groups. This group of participants might have been composed of some members of the 

public who are interested in general development issues in their community. 

Table 11 Sectors of the Tourism Industry 

1. Attractions 

2.  Promotion 

3. Infrastructure 
4. Hospitdty 

5. Services 
m- - 

(Source: Province of British Coluli-,bia, 1993) 

Figure 7 shows that 3 of the stakeholders from Lytton were either proprietors or 

representatives of tourist-oeented businesses while the Chamber of Commerce and the 

Municipal Council had 1 stakeholder each. In addition, Figures 6 and 7 indicate that 

stakeholder groups from some sectors of the tourism industry were not represented at all. 

fn particular, the infrastructure sector (i.e. public utilities such as power, police and fire 

protection) had no representatives at the workshops hosted by both Ashcroft 2,nd the Gold 

Country region as a whole. Figures 6 and 7 further indicate that there was either lit& or no 

representation of members of non-tourist sectors at the two workshops. The limited 

representation of community interests at the workshops suggests that Ashcroft and the 

Gold Country region had problems with the mobilization of participation fmm a broad 

spectnarn of their residents. 



4.2.2 Respondents' Perception of Public Participation in Tourism Planning 
in Ashcroft and Lytton 

The information presented in this section is drawn from comments made by 

respondents to the self-administered questionnaire which was mailed to presidents or 

representatives of special interest groups with either a direct or an indirect focus on tourism 

dsvelopment in Ashaoft and iytton. The respondents' perception of public participation in 

tourism planning in Ashcroft and Lytton is used to further examine the representation of 

community interests in the planning process. The perceived importance of public 

pit.xcipation in tourism plaming in both Ashcroft and Lytton is presented in Table 12. 

Table 12 Perceived Imvortance of Public Particbation in Tourism Plannin~ in 
Ashcroft and Lvtton 

Rank 
Statements 1 2 3 4 5 

Strongly Agree Disagree Strongly Undecided 
Agree Disagree 

1.The participation of all residents 
in some form of tourism planning 
is essential for further tourism 
development in this community. 

2.frlunicipai officials and planners 
only should formulate and 
implement tourism plans which are 
best suited to the development 
needs sf this community. 

?.Planning for tourism in this 
community should involve only 
those residents who are interested 
in toutism and are committed to its 
success. 

4.Creater public participation in 
rourisrn planning in th i s  
cornunity wilI o d y  crate mohe 
codcting interests and delay the 
planning process. 



As can be observed from the table, 78% of the total of 29 respondents stated that 

hey srzm4v b~ agreed (21%) M agwe (58%) thzt the p~rticipatior! of all residmts in m1~tilsm 

planning is essential for further tourism development in their communities. This general 

viewpoint is further substantiated by the respondents' comments towards other issues 

concerning public participation in the tourism planning process. For instance, 83% of all 

respondents indicated that they strongly disagreed (38%) or disagreed (45%) with the idea 

that only municipal officials and planners should formulate and implement tourism plans 

which are best suited to the develop~ent needs of the two communities. In addition, 76% 

of the respondents indicated that they disagreed (72%) or strongly disagreed (4%) with the 

idea that greater public participation in tourism planning will only create more conflicting 

interests and delay the planning process. 

The importance attached to public participation in tourism planning is also reflected 

in the respondents' attitudes towards benefits anticipated from public involvement In the 

process (Table 13). Table 13 indicates that the most frequently cited benefits relate to the 

increased understanding of tourism issues and the identification of options for 

consideration prior to developing tourism. For instance, 90% of the respondents indicated 

that public participation in tourism planning would likely (52%) or more likely (38%) 

increase their undersranding of pertinent issues affecting tourism development in Ashcroft 

anb Lyttm. Similarly, 90% of the respondents indicated that public participation in tourism 

planning would likely (59%) or more likely (31 %) assist in the identification of a variety of 

options go be consided prior to developing tourism. 

Furthermore, 87% of the respondents indicated that public participation in ;tourism 

planning would likely (52%) or more likely (35%) make both planners an& residents better 

eqtdpi;eb to anticip&e firtux! cmditions in ~ornism development. Public comnitment to the 

success of tourism development plans as well as the reduction of conflicts at later stages of 

tourism development were also considered potential benefits of public involvement in 

tourism planning. Wcrwwer, these were mentioned by relatively fewer respondents (is. 



73% and 62% respectively), Neverthel3ess, Table 13 indicates that respondents considered 

process. 

Table 13 Resident Attitudes Towards Benefits Anticipated fsom Public Participation 
in Tourism Planning 

-- - - 

Rank 
Benefits 1 2 3 4 5 

M a  Likely Unlikely Very Don't 
Likely Unlikely Know 

1 .Increased understanding of the 
pertinent issues affecting tourism 38% 52% 0 3% 7% 
development in this community. 

2.fdentificztion of a variety of 
options for the planning team t~ 31% 59% G 3% 7% 
consider prior to tourism 
development. 

3.Both the planners and residents 
will be better equipped to anticipate 35% 52% 3% 3% 7% 
future conditions in tourism 
deve10pmnt. 

4.Assmance of pubIic commitnent 
m the success ~f tourism develop- 3 1 R 42% 17% 0 10% 
a n t  plans in the community. 

5.Reduction of conflicts among 
planners, residents and visitors at 34% 28% 21 % 0 17% 
later stages of tourism 
development in the mmunity. 

(N=29) 

(Source: Field~vcrk, 1992) 

4.2.3 Pubtic Participation in the Tourism PIanning Process 

One of the questions in the self-administered questionnaires mailed to Ashcroft and 

Lyttun in May,1992 asked respondents ro indicate the steps of the planning process at 

which members of the public should participate. In Questionnaire 1 which was mailed to 



municipai council officials arid tourism action committee wfern'bers, a close-ended question 

special interest groups an open-ended question was used. Respondents to the close-ended 

question indicate that while punlic involvement is considered essential at all steps of the 

planning process, some steps are relatively more important than others (Table 14). 

* .  

Table 14 Perceived fmportancs of Public Partmpation in the Tourism Planning P r o c a  

Rank 
Sgps of fhe Hmnirrg -Process 1 2 3 4 5 

Very Inportant Un- Very Un- Don't 
Important important important Know 

1 .Educating residents on 38% 48% 4% 0 10% 
perherit tourism isstles. 

2,f)eve1opmnt of a tcrurism 34% 52% 7% 0 7% 
policy. 

?.Coal establishment. 35% 45% 10% 0 10% 

4.Leadership organization. 24% 69% 0 0 7% 

5,Assessment of tourism 24% 58% 4% 4% 10% 
potentid. 

6-Tourism impact assessment. 28% 59% 3% 0 10% 

7.Stratea selection. 38% 41 % 4% 0 17% 

8.Imp1ementadon and evduatiun 31% 48% 4% 0 17% 
of tourism plans. 

9.Pubficity and marketinp, 59% 35% 0 3% 3% 

For instance, the most important szeps of rhe process relate to leadership 

organization as well as publicity a d  marketing. These steps were cited by 93% and 94% of 

all respondents resptive$y, Table I4 fuzher indicates &a h e  respond en^ considered 



ngWic participation as Lmprr-lrt when exmdnkg the impacts of tomism (87%), educating r -- 
residents on tomism issees (86%) and developing a tourism poiicy (86% j. 

However, conments made by respondents to the open-ended question indicate that 

in practice, the involvement of members of the public in tfie planning processes ccmpleted 

by Ashcroft and L y m  is haphazard. For instance, this group of respondents indicates that 

~es'idmts of the two communities (especially Ashcroft) are involved in the estabEshment of 

goals and objectives as well as the assessment of tourism assets. The respondents further 

idicae that there is public involvement in the analysis and choice of tourism strategies 

(action steps) as well as their implementation. However, the respondents also indiczte that 

members of the public do nor participate at the other steps of the planning process (e.g. the 

development of a tourism policy and tourism impact assessment). 

4.2.4 Key InformantsVerception of Public Participation in Tourism 
Pianning in Asher~fft and Lyfton 

The inqxxt%mce of involving members of the pubfic in the tourism planning process 

is further reinforced by key i n f m t s '  comments regarding tourism planning in Ashcroft 

and Lpton. As nored in section 1.4& the key inrbnnznts were individuds who had 

participated in the CTAP processes completed by Ashcroft and tytton. The key informants 

d e d y  indicate that public participation in tourism planning is essential for a variety of 

reasons, First, the key informants argue &at it is important for m e m h  of the public to 

have some input into the pfming process because it makes them fee1 that they are a part of 

it since it incorporates some sf their perspectives. The general viewpoinr mong key 

infowts is that the public must h o w  what is happening in their communities and they 

must feel eomfomble %.I& it as =-dl as accept it, As one informant h m  A s b f i  states: 



In the long run, I think that people feel better if they know what's 
hqpeniag moud them. They m y  not be interested hut at lemt they are 
more awme of it. I would feel guilg if1 didn't try and let the people know 
what3 happening. 

T'5ese comments gsnerdzfly cemspond to the findings of previous research on 

public participation which emphasize the public's right to be consulted and to express their 

views regarding matters which have direct impacts on them (Wilkinson,l974; Sewell and 

Coppk,lW7; Loukissas,l983; Getz,l991). 

Second, the key informants argue that public participation in tourism planning is 

essential because it provides an opportunity for a broader spectrum of issues to be 

addressed. The key infirrmants' comments indicate that public involvement in tourism 

planning anticipates the possibility of conflicts which might arise at a later stage if certain 

issues andlor concerns x e  not addressed. As one informant from Lytton states: 

People will be concerned about their quality of lifestyle in this community 
and how much change irs going to be to them. And f feel we have to be 
considerate of thar and try toJ?ndperhaps, a compromise or at least listen to 
them. 

The importance of ptlbIie participation in the tourism planning process is also reflected in 

other comments made by key informants such as: 

You get a broader specRum. You get a lot of things atit that might be a 
problem in t k  furtue like prejudices or change that thing over there or f 
dOf23 wunf S U C ~  a d  sil~h Iaappeniq here. 

Overall,  he key infommrs' comments suggest that public garticiparion in tourism 

plartning is a form of reducing conflicts because if people are not invotved in the planning 



process, they might object to certain projects at a later stage. Nevertheless, while public 

pankipation in iom5sm phming is considered essential, the k y  infommrs' comments 

indicate &at in Ashcroft d Ly~trtn it is often a few individuals father *rhan the majority of 

residents who participaa in tourism issues. The key informants note that usudly specific 

individuals volurfteer ro pursue tmirisrn development projec~s until the benefits of the 

gmjects begin to appear. f ubquentfy, orher residents become kterested in tourism issues 

In British Columbia, Chemainus is an obvious example of a. community where the 

unwavering efforts of a focal esnepreneur, Karl Schutz and rhe mayor, Graham Bruce 

were vital in the early stages: of roulism development. Murphy jf 988) further notes that in 

m t  carununities it is tlsualfy h e  business lobbies (e.g. Chambers of Commerce) which 

are Uefy  to get invoked in trturisrn actirities. In both Ashcroft and Lytton, it was 

staE:ehdders from tourist-orieated businesses md attractions who were predominant at the 

tourism action workshups. Consequently, as noted by several key informants, one would 

k inched to argue &%at in So.& Ashmoil and Lyaon tourism planning represents the 

inten=sts of a few Snditiduds mtfiet rhm those of d l  residents of the two communities. 

h wile of this limited public participation in the tourism action workshops, key 

*lzC-n-+e' --ern aten ;-A:*-* *Lp* *La * ,,̂*̂, ,,,,A,, 2 ,  ,*Xl ,,A, t, -1f ,,":A,,s, CcL, 
;ir-i+LCtlma ~ u t r u ~ B t ~ r = ,  i r i u r t a r e  usat uic F ~ t ! a r & ~ ~ g  yruLcas 13 ~ L Z U  V )KEJ  LV a 1  IE;JIUCIIU 0 1  L ~ I C  

--rnmWes. 3% dm apFazz c--spnd m &be h & ~ s  of preGozs r e ~ ~ c h  m 

public: participation in coam~Riy towism planning. For instante, Murphy (1988) notes 

&at while dadvdy few mcmkrs of tfIe public becorm dkecdy invofved in tourism 



deveiapmenr issues, many appfecia~e k ing  consuite$ md acknowledge the fact that they 

a- h.pp tn t'i21&r4rm~e trIyplA t b t r  &EL-.- ~ f i  A n  
+ILW X L W  W Y U\rlflLCIV JI1 riLU U t V a W  WVU-3r &W YV n>-V+ 

fn Ashaoft, tkre ~ ~ n t l d  stampedi: is one example of tfle willingness (among those 

invalved in organizitig tom-ism eienrs) to accept greater public participation. For the past 

few years, the wrnrniaz ~~~ invcrlverl In organizing the stampede (mostly five to six 

individuafs) had made crinrinrrosls cornpfsinrs that members of the public were not 

phciipating in the cfrgmim~on of &e event, The key infofinants note hat  there were 

problems getting cnorrgh vofunteers, the organizers were overloaded with work and while 

new "bloodf'wwas necessary, it was not forthcoming. However, in 1992 more than 30 

people attended the organizing carmime's meetkg. They were enthusiastic about the idea 

of the stampede asking the committee members how they could help because they felt it 

w s  such a great idea, Tfic residents' enthusiasm can perhaps be amibuted to the various 

accomplishmenrs of the Cold Country Communities' Society. 

4-2-5 Factors Affecting Public Participation in Tourism Planning in 
Ashcroft and Lytton 

While public participation in  towism planning is considered essential, comments 

+nacle by respondents to &if: mailed questionnaire and key informants indicate that there are 

a variety of obstacles to suEcIen~ representation of communiry interests in the planning 

process. Table 15 presents -JPe anrieipared constraints of public psarticipatio~ in tourism 

planning in As~raoft and Lytrton. Ee most frequently cited constraints relate to apathy 

among Imal residents and their frcsidenssf) mimisst of planners involved in tourism 

develupmenr. Far instance, 72% of rhz respondents indicate that apathy among local 

residents would fikely (41 %) or murc I k i y  (318) affect pubtk participation in tourism 

piarrning, Another 72% inciicare that ~~ residents may not trust planners involved in 

tourism devehpnment in &e wo communities. 



Table 15 Resident Axhdes Towards Factors Affecting Public Partici~ation iq 
Towism Planning 

Rank: 
Constraints 1 2 3 4 5 

More Likely UnlikeIy Very Donf t 
Likely Unlikely Know 

f.T&ere is apathy among Iwal 
residents regarding ~ourism 
clevefupmnt, 

2,LocaI residents may be unable tu 
determine their nee& regarding 
tourism development in the 
community. 

3.Pfanners may be impatient to 
educate residents on the knefrts 
and impacts of tourism 
development in tfre commtf~ity. 

4.locaf residents may not smst 
planners involved in  tounsrn 
development. 

5-Excessive costs bath in terns of 
time and money which the 
-unity cannor- afford. 

6.Croup politics may deter 
participation. 

(N=29) 

(Source: Fieldwork, 1992) 

Key informants' comments regarding public participation in tourism planning 

farther indieate &at getting everq.Wy enthused enough a b u t  tourism issues is a major 

problem in their wmtfnides. According to one informant, "there is always the problem of 

what m y  be called the Ya Buts - people who say Ya, brat it won't work." In addition, there 

s e  -*-ho sy, 



The key infommrs argue ghat since these residents are for the most part not really 

inmestd in tourism development, they are nr?t involved in the planning process- The key 

infixmans afw note &at &me is always a certain proportion of the residents who are in 

opposition of chaage just for the sake of opposing it, The informants argue that such 

oppsi~on shoufd be recognized as an important aspect of tourism planning at the 

Another obstacle to suffkient public participation in torrrism planning in Ashcroft 

and Lytton relates m both temporal and economic costs. Sixty-five per cent of all 

respctndents indicate that excessive costs both in terms of time and money would likely 

(24%) o+ more iikcly ,(4f %I affect publie participation in tourism pfanning. Otfier obstacles 

relate to focal residents' inability to dekrmine their needs regarding tourism development 

and planners' impatience ;o educare residents on the benefits sad costs of developing 

tourism. Each of these facrors was cited by 62% of all respondents while 52% indicated 

Closely related to p u p  polities is the key i n f ~ m a o s '  obswation &at public 

participation in tourism planning is also affected by small town politics. One infumant 

argues that while some residenrs ny to squeeze themselves into the planning committee, 

they get rebuffed by those who consider themselves "elites" or the "ruling class". As a 

result, some residents do not watt to pii+%cipate in the planning process at all. The key 

informants further argue &at the small sizes of &eir w m m u n i ~ w  &pa public participation 

in the tourism plmning pcess. Comenfing on the extent of public participation in the 



Another prublem associated with ths communides' small sizes stems from their 

dependence on volmteers to promote tourism development. The key informants note that in 

csmmdties of Ashmff's and Lytton's size, usudly there has to bp; someone to constantly 

remind &e Chmk of Commerce m the Economic Development Committee about issues 

pertinent to tourism development, However, as one infomant states: 

The problem is ojkn zfrat whoever is i~eresred in such issues gets fed up or 
meets srturJT17i1fg blo~fh ahmg r h  way because there is no committee on the 
CounciI a d  so on which is interested in tourism development in the 
comnt-uniry.. T k ~ q b r e ,  w f b i n g  kppem.  

h L ~ t o n ,  for instance, one infomant attributes the limited public participation in the 

planning process to tile mmmuniy's lack of a tourism planning committee. 

4-3  Public Partitipation and the Development of Appropriate Tourism in 
Ashcroft and Lytton 

Previous research on hle development of socially appropriaie tourism in British 

Cdumbia (e-g. Choke, l982; I)"Amo~e, 1983) has emphasized the importance of broadly- 

bas& resident participation in the planning process. It has been argued that local control in 

he planning process Is essenriaf for Ihe development of appropriate tourism. However, as 

nured in Section 4.2.4, in Ashaoft md Lytzon there was limited public p h A ~ a t i o n  in the 

murisrn planning process which may well suggest that community interests were not 

sufficiently represented. In spire of h e  limited public participation, comments made by key 

infomats in Ashaaft and tytton indicatz that in their opinion, the tourism development 

&at has o c c d  in b r h  communities is appropriate for focal residents. 

According to the key infmmts, one of the priorities of the residents of Ashcroft 

and Lpmn is ihe pxsmarion of a sense of place. Tne desire ro preserve a sense of place is 

reflected in the key infomn&komrnen~ regarding fie tourism development that should 

be p m e d  in Asheroft and Lymn. For instance, key informants3 responses to questions 



regarding the focus and extent of tourism development which should be emphasized in both 

commmities indicate that they would recommend gradual and small-scale rather than rapid 

and large-scale tourism, As one informant fiom Ashmft states: 

Realistically in thinking of people who live here ... my feeling is that the 
people in this community wouldn't want it to grow into a large size. I don't 
think &q would want zhis to be any more than 5,000 in population. A lot 
of people live here because they like the small town ... Ow god is to improve 
on the existing facilities and grow from rkre gradually rather tP rzn explode. 

f would like to see the town grow to between 3,000 and 5,000 
people ... Bul, f dun'? think the people in the area would really want to see it 
like 'JJhistkr. T h ~ r  wtruldn'ifir in dijs  ihe lifesiyle. Yoli see, rhere is a 
quality experience far people and tour buses but not l~rge-scale 
development, Fr5. 

Cfearly, maintaining the communities' small sizes appears to be a major concern among the 

key informants. There appears ro be a general consensus that residents of the wo 

mmunities live there because they like the small sizes. As a result, tourism development 

in Ashcroft and Lytton is not targeted at any major changes because residents would not 

Eke to see their communities turn into big resorts. 

However, maintaining the small sizes of h e  two communities is only one means of 

preserving the sense of place that residents of Ashcroft and Lytton attach to their 

communities. AnorErer, and perhaps more important, means of achieving a stronger sense 

of place is ".,.historic preservationf a process whose self-stated goal is maintaining a 

traditional sense of place" (Date1 and Dingernans, 1984: 135). The need for historic 

regarding the impomnce of the communities' heritage in developing tourism, As one 

informant h m  Ashmft stares: 



Totvisa should come and find ouf the history of the interior of B.C. - the 
Ca;& history and Chinese history an8 have an adventerre eqerience. There 
?p+m CL huge CFd,nc=?~wx in Ashcmfi. They owned a lot of proper3 arourd, Q 

lot of ranches. Some of the biggest ranches were owned by the Chinesc..Jt 
was a very wealthy Chinese area at that tirne..J would like to see zhat 
portion of history played out because to me it's unique - something that you 
are not going to find anywhere else in B.C. 

Tfte impoi-iince of preserving the communities' heritage is also emphasized by the 

CTAPs completed by Ashcroft and Lytton as well as some promotional tools (e.g. 

Chamber of Commerce brochures). Although Bate1 and Dingemans (1984) note that these 

documents may only portray meagre expressions of the sense of place held by residents of 

a community, the emphasis on the importance of historic structures (e.g. Ashcroft Manor 

and Hat Creek Ranch) is clearly evident. 

4.4 Sustainable Tourism Issues 

Key informants' comments indicate that another priority of the residents of Ashcroft 

and Lytton is the issue of sustzinability in the development of tourism in their communities. 

From a tourism perspective, sustainability relates to the maintenance of both the physical 

and cultural resources of a community. As noted in Section 2.4, the Globe '93 Tourism 

Stream Conference held in Vancower, British Columbia in March 1990, identified five 

goals of sustainable tourism. With the exception of equity in development, these goals are 

reflected either explicitly or implicitly in key informants' comments concerning tourism 

development in Ashcroft and Lytton. The community tourism action plans completed by 

Ashcroft and Lytton also address some of these goals to a considerable degree. 

8.4. I Increasing Public Awareness on Tourism Issues 

Cornmerats made by key informants in Ashcroft and L y m  indicate that iocal 

--:A r wuerrta  -en we gemidly awae of iheii cormitiiifes' potentid tior i o ~ t ' r ~ m  development. 

Ifowever, the key informants also note that public awaeness regarding tourism issues is 



&?wid by apatly conservatism since some residents do not want my changes in their 

m-wibes. 

Some informants also argue that residents do not understand that it is their 

responsibility to attract tourists to their communities. According to the informants, local 

residents still think that the development or promotion of tourism in their communities is 

the respnsibility of an Economic Development Officer or someone downtown. As a result, 

the key informants argue that there is a need to continue educating residents regarding the 

benefits and costs of developing tourism in their comnnities. This is also reflected in the 

importance that CTAPs completed by Ashcroft and Lytton attach to the training of staff 

involved in the hospitality sector. 

Key informants' comments also indicate that both Ashcroft and Lytton have made 

various attempts to educate local residents on the importance of developing tourism in their 

communities. For instance, Ashcroft organized a Heritage Day in schools to help promote 

tourism. According to the informants, Heritage Day was a history day in Ashcroft and it 

involved various groups of people (e.g. cowboys and residents of Chinese descent) who 

know the history of the community. The idea was to make residents of Rshcroft reflect on 

their community's background. Other attempts to educate residents of Ashcroft on the 

importance of developing tourism have involved organizing workshops on the history of 

British Columbia. Nevertheless, while the key informants state that there is some 

awareness on tourism issues among members of the public, they also acknowledge that it is 

hard to convince people making more money in mining or forestry to shift to tourism which 

has relatively low-paying jobs. 

In Lytton, open meetings organized by the Chamber of Commerce through tea 

parties or dinners have k e n  used to educate residents on the benefits and costs of 

developing tourism. The staff members of the local Business h fomt ion  Center also meet 

with residents throughoat the community to discuss tourism issues. Familiarization tours 

which involve residents interacting with tourists have also been use& Nevertheless, key 



informants' comments M e r  indicate that neither Ashcroft nor Lytton has established any 

specific programs to increase public awareness towards towism issues. 

Although there hzve been no definite awareness programs in either Ashcroft or 

Lytton, respondents to the mailed questionnaire indicate that there are several techniques 

which can be used to increase public awareness on tourism development issues (Table 16). 

Tabk f 6 shows that 97% of the respondents recognized that tourism workshops could be 

very (35%) or important (62%) in increasing public awareness on tourism 

issues. This d30 appars to cornspond i~r ikie findings of previous research on tourism 

planning at the community level. For instance, in British Columbia, Murphy <1988) 

observed that community workshops are an important element of the planning process 

since they bring together those involved in tourism and interested members of the public. 

Table 16 Residehg Attitudes Towards Techniaues for Inc-feasin~ Public Awareness on 
Tourism Devdopmenr Issues 

Rank 
Techniques 1 2 3 4 5 

Very Important t'n- V a j  Un- Don't 
Important important important Know 

1,Distribution of tourism 
brochures. 

2,Tourism workshops. 

?.Small informal meetings. 

4.Mass media. 

5.Dispfays of tourism 
development plans 

6.Public surveys on tourism 
issues. 

CM=29) 

(Some: Fieldwork, lW2) 



Table f 6 further indicates that 79% of the respondents recognized that displays of 

tourism development gIalrs couid be vzry important ji796) or important @%%j in 

promoting public awareness regarding tourism issues. Another potential technique is the 

distribution of tourism brochures which was cited by 28% of the respondents as being very 

imporrant and 48% as important in increasing public awareness on tourism issues. This 

also appears to correspond to Keogh's f 1990) findings on public participation in tourism 

planning sf Cap-Pefe in Hew Brunswick, Canada, where brochures were considered an 

importan; technique fm dis~trriting infomation among residents. Other important 

techniques mentioned by at least 65% of all respondents are small informal meetings and 

public surveys on toufism issues, 

However, the use of the mass media was considered to be the least important 

technique with only 10% of the respondents indicating that it was very important and 38% 

h t  it was important, The lack of local radio stations in both Ashcroft and Lytton as well as 

a fwd newspaper in tytton mighx have influenced the respondents' perceptions towards 

the =ass media as a potential rechnique for increasing public awareness on tourism issues 

in heir comunities. 

4-42  Improving the Qlratity of Life In Ashcroft and Lytton 

Key informants' comaens also indicate that improving the quality of life is an 

important issue regarding eourism developmenr in Ashcroft and Lytton, As noted in Section 

2-4, although quality of life is usually associated with the natural environment, it broadly 

refers to the relations thar people establish among themselves as well as with the 

envbnmm. The hporiance of maintaining the quality of Xife in Ashcroft and Lytton is 

rei3ecta.I in some key infammts' comments concerning zhe sacrifices &at planners and 

faad residents should be vbrilling to make to encourage the development of murhrn which is 

benefrciial for bath residents wd visitors, As one informant from Ashmft states: 



They dk-e going t~ haye to expect sonte diszoPnforf ... in t k i  there are strange 
people around in a town that we know everybody, where you can leave the 
hers u&ckedd T-hey h v e  $0 eqect change a d  fear w.bt co.ms with $.hat 
change. 

Al'hough some key informants acknowledge that there could be some discomforts 

(e.g. distrust and congestion) due to large volumes of tourists during peak seasons, other 

informants argue that residents should not make any sacrifices since they live in the 

commtinities because of the lifesrqile. As one informant from Lyrton states: 

I am not slue tfraf the residents shuld have to sacrifice ... Many of them 
have come here or they have never lived unywhere else but they obviously 
l i k  the lifestyle here or they wouldn't be here and somehow we have to 
respect that. Ijusrfeet that ow people's opinion should be respected and we 
should tty and mr have people making sacr~jices. 

This viewpoint is reinforced by some key informants who argue that while residents of 

Ashcrofr and Lytton may have to adapt to some changes which are inevitable in order to 

create an economic base for 'healthy' communities, such changes should be made 

carefully. Overall, the key informants' comments emphasize the fact that residents of 

Ashcroft and Lyton live &ere because they like the lifestyle in the communities. 

4.4.3 Providing High Quality Experiences for Visitors 

Thz key informants also emphasized the i m p m a w e  of offering tourists experiences 

which they cannot find anywhere else in British Columbia. For instance, Ashcroft's 

emphasis on a "Western Heritage" theme is one example of the community's efforts to 

offer a "genuine'? western experience to tourists. Similarly, tytton's dmphasis on adopting 

a 1930s building style with possibilities 01 some IVilliam's era structures being constructed 

on main suet represents the cowmul?ity's efforts to offer tourists experiences which they 

cvulot get anywhere eke in the province. 



4.4.4 Environmentafi Management Issues 

Closely asmiat& w i h  i m p v i n g  the quality of life in Ashcroft and Lytton is the 

issue of environmental management, For instance, one infbnnmt from Lytton argues that 

there is a need for more environmental management in the Stein Valley which is patronized 

by hikers from all over the world. Key informants' commects regarding the focus of 

toLlisrn development &at should occm in the m o  communities also emphasize the need to 

maintain the natural element since there are always some tourists who do not like too much 

co~~lllfefcialisrn 

4.5 Summary 

This chapter has provided insights into tourism pianning processes completed by 

Ashcroft and Lytton, A comparative analysis of rhe two communities' CTAPs and the 

planning processes proposed by Cunn (1988) as well as the Brirish Columbia Ministry of 

Tourism (i993) indicates that there are differences between what is advocated conceptually 

and what cccurs in practice. These differences are attributed to problems of implementing 

the CTAP process at the community level for example, the lack of strong leadership and 

csmmitment to tourism development which are essentially common among small 

communi6es (University of Missouri, 1986 j. 

The stakeholder groups that participated in tourism action wurkshops and key 

infommts' comments concerning public participation in tourism planning also suggest that 

genuine representation of commmity interests is at best, either minimal or non-existent. In 

both Ashaoft and Lytton, participants in tourism planning are generally a few residents 

who volunteer to plLtsue tomism projects because they are either interested in or they are 

SOFR~OW a t ~ ~ h e d  go tom-ism devdopmen~ As a result, one would be inclined to argue rhat 

In A s h c d i  and L p o n  CTXPs do not suficlently represent the hrerests of dl residents. 

Nevertheless, comments made by key informants in Ashcroft and Lytton dso indicate rhat 





The purpose of this ehapter is to summarize the major observations of this thesis 

and to discuss conclusions drawn from these observations. The chapter is divided into four 

sections, First, a suwmwy of findings related to the three research questions is presented. 

Second, some issues related to tourism development in Ashcroft and Lytton are discussed. 

Third, &e lirnitadons of the study are outlined. Finally, recommendations concerning 

CTAP processes in 5rlris'n Columbia are made. 

5 1 Xesearch Findings 

The objective of this thesis was m examine the CTAP processes completed by 

Ashcroft and Lytton in British Columbia and to detennine the extent to which they 

incorporate public participation. In light of this overall objective, this study focused upon 

three research questions, These questions were investigated through a multimethod 

zppru~ch which involved data gathered from CTAPs completed by Ashcroft and Lytton, 

mailed questionnaire respondents, as well as interviews with selected key informants. 

Resemh Ouestion i 

Tfae fnst research question dealt with the application of the comiunity tourism 

planning process in the municipalities of Ashcroft and Lytton. This question was 

investigated through three main srages, First, at a conceptual level a comparison of the 

planning processes proposed by Gum (1988) and the British Columbia Ministry of 

-PA.-;...- Linn9\ ----- - - A -  T L Z -  
E V U i r s l l i  [177J J W d 5  IHWG. I 1x1s ci3mpark0fi revealed that except for conducting a 

posde~elqment evalnztim, ~ + e  wm planning processes are essenbally sim2zr. ?"he 

relatively recent introduction of CTAPs in British Columbia provides a potential 

exphation for h e  exclusi~n of the evafuarion stage from the process proposed by the 



Ministry of Taurism. Afxhough the Ministry of Tourism attempted to evaluate the 

application of h e  €TAP pr~cesr;, the results of the study were incomplete and have not 

been p~blicized. 

Second, at an applied teveI, a comparison of the CTAP processes employed by 

Ashcrufi and Lytfon and the process proposed by the British Columbia Ministfy of 

Tourism was m d e  to determine how well the two c o m n i t i e s  folfosved the guidelines set 

by he  Ministry. This camparison revealed that she CTAP prwess completed by Ashcroft 

followed the Ministry of Tourism's guidelines more thoroughly than the process completed 

by Lytton. 

The third stage ar:smpt~d io offer a potential explanation for the differences 

obsefved in the two corr;munities9 CTAP prwesses. The differences are generalIy attributed 

to problems of leadership orgmization which are mcrre evident in Lytton than in Ashcroft. 

As noted in Section 4.1, a tourism committee had been estabfished in Ashcroft prior to the 

inidation of the CFhP process whik Lytron did not have a similar committee. Since the 

t~urisrn comrk#ee is responsible fa- developing and implementing a comttnity's GTAP, 

igs existence in Ashaoft birr nor in tytton encouraged the former to follow the guidelines 

set by the Ministry of Tourism more closely than the latter. 

In spite of rhese differences, the CTAP prtxesses completed by both Ashcroft and 

L y ~ o n  indicate that what occurred in practice does not adequately reflect the community 

rourism planning processes which are advocated in theory. This discrepancy is also 

attributed to problems of implementing the CTAP process at the community level. 

Examples of these prouizms are the lack of strong ieadersnip, motivation and commitment 

tla tomism, resirfen~bpa~hy mi.iwzd_c murim development and smdl town plitics, These 

problems are not unique to Ashcroft and Lytton, but are prominent among many small 



Research Ouestion 2 

The second research question investigated the representation of community interests 

in the CTAP processes completed by Ashmft and Lytton. This question was investigated 

by Fist considering the sraiceholder groups that participated in tourism action workshops 

hosted by Ashcroft and the Gofd Courrry region. An examination of the stakeholder 

groups revealed that participants in the two workshops did not sufficiently represent the 

various sectors which constitute the tourism industry, let alone other non-tourist sectors. 

While stakeholders from the attractions and services sectors were predominant at the 

workshops, other tourist sectors (especially infrastructure) and non-tcukst sectors ( e g  

various special interest groups) were not represented at all. 

Second, the perceptions of mailed questionnaire respondents and selected key 

informants indicated that participants in tourism planning in Ashcroft and Lytton are 

generally a few individuals who are also either interested in or are somehew attached to 

tourism. Since public participarion in tourism planning in Ashcroft and Lytton ia generally 

limited, one woald be inclined to argue that the CTAPs do not sufficiently represent the 

interests of all residents of the PAJU comrnuaities. This is perhaps not surprising considering 

the prob!erns associated with the mobilization of a broad spectrum of participants (e.g. thp, 

lack of volunteers and conflicting schedules with personal interests) which are evident 

among =any small communities. However, despite the limited public participation, the 

CFAP processes completed by Ashcroft and Lytton were open to all residents of the two 

communities. This generally corresponds ro the findings of previous research on public 

participation in tomism planning (e-g. Murphy, 1988). 

Research Ouestion 3 

The thid research question investigated whether public participation in tourism 

planning in Ashcroft and Lytton encourages the development of tourism which is 

considered appropriate by twal residents, This question was investigated using key 



infomants' responses to an open-ended question which asked them to indicate the 

effectiveness of public parricipation in encouraging appropriate tourism development in 

Ashcroft and Lytton. While previous research on tourism planning (e.g. Cmke,l982 

D8Amore,1983) suggests that local control in the planning process is essential for the 

development of appropriate tourism, key infumants' c o m e n t s  indicated that in Ashcroft 

and tytton there was limited public participation. Nevertheless, the key infomants stated 

&at the tourism devefopmenr that has occun~xf in the two communities is appropriate for 

local residents. 

An example of the appqxiateness of the tourism development that has occurred in 

Ashaoft and Lytton is the preservation of the sense of place held by residents of the twc? 

communities. While a? investigation of the sense of place held by individual residents was 

beyond the scope of this thesis, key informants' comments indicated that there is a general 

consensus to maintain rhe small sizes of h e  rwo communities. This was reflected in the key 

informants' emphasis on the need to promote gradual and small-scale rather than rapid and 

large-scale tourism development in both Ashcroft and Lytton. Emphasis on the impomce  

of the communities' heritage in developing tourism also indicated a desire 10 maintain the 

traditional sense of place held by local residents. This desire is also evident L.1 the "Western 

Heritage" then e adopted by Ashaoft, 

5.2 Essential Ttrnrisrn Issues in Ashcroft and Lytton 

In addition LO the preservation of a sense of place and sussainability issues, key 

infomants in Ashcroft and Lytton emphasized two issues which are essential for tourism 

development in their commtmides. First, the key informants emphasized the imgortance of 

adopting a regional rxher &an a comuniry perspective in developing tourism. The key 

infomarits stated t h a ~  prior 10 1990, each of the eight cctmmunities which constitute the 

Gold Country region had bee13 trying to promote itself in isolation rather than collaborating 

with other communities in the region. 



However, after &the communities of Ashcroft, Cache Creek, Clinton and Lytton had 

coitdvely received the Provincial Government's "Strong Communities in the '90s" grant 

in 2 9 9 0 ,  they realized hat stiey cou!d accomplish a lot more by working together zither than 

acring alone. The key infomzits further observed that following the "Strong Communities 

in the '90s" p r o p m ,  the "Gold Country Communities Society" was established to 

ccordinate the vvious cmmunities' efforrs towards social and economic development. The 

key informants noted that due ro the Society" various accomplishments, more members of 

the pubfic are becoming enthusiatic a b ~ t  tourism issues in the Gold Country. 

Second, the kev infomanis emphasized the importance of considering the 

development of tourism in their communities as the responsibility of all residents. 

Commenting on who shou!d direct tourim development in Ashcroft and Lytton, the key 

informants indicated rhat while they would prefer the services of a full-time individual, it is 

the responsibility of all residertts to promote tourism. In particular, the key informants 

argued that the inVoit.emsnt of native p u p s  in the planning process is an important aspect. 

For instance, in Lytton one informant stated that native groups should be involved in the 

rourism planning process since f k y  o m  a lot of larid which could be used for guest 

rmches or resorts. Similarly, in Ashcroft key informants argued that the participation of 

nahve groups i l  the planning process is necessary since they own a lot of land and property 

in the community. For instance, the NL"AKAPAXh4 Eagle Motorplex is owned by the 

Ashcroft Indian band. 

Cements made by key infmmants in Ashcroft further indicated that the Ashoft  

band is &ready incorporating tourism-oriented plans into its development efforts. One 

informant abserved that an agreement has already been reached between the Municipal 

Council and the Ashcroft band authorizing the latter to provide fire services at the 

motorpiex grounds. Another irtfonnant arg~ed that tourism development in Ashcroft should 

incorporate the interests of residents of Chinese descent in order to promote their heritage 

since ?hey once owned a lot of property in the commuItity. 



5.3 Limitations r>f the Study 

The inirial inteation of this thesis was to conduct a comparative analysis of tourism 

planning processes employed by Ashcroft and Lytton. As mentioned in Chapter 1, self- 

administered quesrionnaires designed to elicit information for this study were distributed 

among four different groups of residents in May,1992. However, completed 

questionnaires did not indicate whether the respondents were residents of either Ashcroft or 

Lytton. As a result, the objective of the study was modified to a general examination of 

CTAP processes completed by Ashcroft and Lytton as well as determining the extent to 

which they (CTAP processes) incorporated public participation. 

Furthennore, this study has been constrained by the paucity of data concerning 

C T A P  processes in British Columbia, in general, snd in Ashcroft and Lytton, in particular. 

For instance, only 32 of the 86 questionnaires which were distributed among re~idents of 

both Ashcroft and Lytton were returned representing a total response rate of 37.2 per cent. 

This low response rate made it difficult to draw significant conclusions concerning the 

@TAP processes completed by rhe two communities. While the inadequacy of data for 

reliable conclusions is a typical difficulty of case study research (Grosof and Sardy,1985), 

the fact that Lytton did not address other steps of the planning process made it even moae 

to make comparisons between what is advocated conceptually and what wcurs in 

practice. 

5.4 Recommendat ions 

While further research is obviously required to substantiate the findings of the 

pzesat, st'tdy, S Q ~ I P -  rec~~meadations c~~cerning CTf4? precesses in Eribsh Columbia 

can still Zte made. First, communities interested in developing tourism shoukl, from the 

outset, be encouraged to establish some mechanism which should not only evaiuate the 

outcome of tourism development as GWR f 1988) suggests, but &so ensure that the 

planning process is adhered st3 as much as possible. As previously mention&, the 



implementation of the CI'M process at the community level can be hampered by a variety 

of problems (eg. the lack of strong leadership). The establishment of some mechanism to 

oversee the CTAP prwess could perhaps ensure that what occurs in practice reflects what 

is advocated conceptually. 

Second, the representation of community interests should be emphasized as an 

indispensable eiement of the CTAP process. This study shows that it is rather paradoxical 

that while respondents and key informants express a high level of support for public 

participation in the planning process, few residents of Ashcroft and Lytton actually 

participated in the process. Further, while the Ministry of Tourism CTAP guidelines 

indicate that "participation by key individuals in the comnunity is vital" (Province of 

British Colurnbia,1993:2f), the benefits of public participatian in the planning process are 

not clearly expressed. Perhaps, the Ministry of Tourism @TAP guidelines should address 

the benefits of sufficient representation of community interests in the planning process to 

help reduce what might be called the "what's in it for me?" attitude. As previous research 

(Ro&m,l97& Pizm,1978; Murphy,l983; Prentice,l993) suggests, different decision- 

making groups tend to have different attitudes towards tourism development in a 

community. Thus, while those who anticipate personal benefits from tourism (e.g. 

proprietors of tourist-oriented businesses) tend to support it, other residents are generally 

skeptical of its development. Consequenrly, by providing adequate information on the 

benefits of public participation in the planning process, more residents could probably 

k o m  involved in tourism issues in their communities. 

One of the benefits which should be emphasized is the preservation of the sense of 

place &at fwd residents amch f_f! their co,.r?munides, As previously mentiofid, !ma1 

residents and tourists tend to have different perceptions of totarist destinations as places, 

These differences may gradually create conflict between the tuc groups as they interact 

with each other in the rleshation community. Thus, careful planing and management of 

tourism which incorporms the imporrance of a place to its residents is essential in order to 



encourage appr~priate tourism development. With specific reference to the CTAP process, 

there should tje clear guidelines on how local residents can and should participate in the 

planning process. Again, some mechanism (e-g. a m!: force comprising individuals who 

are familiar with the €TAP prwess), established to oversee the CTAP process could help 

encourage genuine representation of community interests. 

Third, perhaps a regiond rather than a community perspective should be adopted in 

the application of the CTAP prucess. As previously mentioned, communities which 

constitute the Gold Count= Communities Society achowledge that by working co- 

operatively they have accomplished a lot more than acting in isolation. While specific 

conditions within the cctmmunities (e.g. the tack of motivation and commitment to tourism) 

might have contributed to their failure to accomplish certain tourism-oriented projects, the 

application of the CTAP process in a regional context is still worth exploring. 

Finally, this study presents a preliminary investigation of CTAP processes 

completed by Ashcroft and Lytton which are only two of the many communities that are 

inv01ved in tourism development in British Columbia. The s t d y  has addressed the specific 

nature of community pairticipation in the planning process, an issue which has previously 

received relatively limited attention. While the findings of this study might have been 

influenced by the particular circumstances under which the CTAP proc~sses were 

employed, it is evident chat a more precisely defined community-based approach with a 

strong sense of place and sustainabifity component is vital in tourism planning. In this 

regard, further research should be conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the CTTAP 

program in assisting commcnities interested in developing tourism. Such research could be 

conducted prior to encouraging other communities in the Province to pursue tourism 

development as one form of economic diversification. 
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Dear Sir/ Madam, 

The endosed questioilnaipe is pa--rt of a research project on Community Tourism Plaming in 

British Columbia which is zmently in progress. The overall objective of the project is to 

evaluate the CTAP processes completed by Ashcroft and Lyrton cnrnmmities and to 

determine the extent to which they incorpmte public participation. 

Your response to the questionnaire will be: treated as STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL. 
Please return the compfered questicnfiaire by July f Oth, 1992. 

Should you need additionaf infornation, please contact: Dr. Roger Hayter or Mr. Mike 

Tawsa, Depmrnent of Geogrzphy, Simon Frasef University, Burnaby, 3.C. V5A f SB. 

Phone: 291-3327 / Z1)f - U S 8  or 291-3321. 





&)Esrabllshment of leadership so guide tourism development ( 1  

&How effective has each of rhe stages shown below been towards achieving the "desired" 
lmE. of tollrim development in this comun i ty?  For each s f  the stages indicaie whether 
you think it has been 'Very Effec:iveS"VE), "Effective" (El, 'Tneffective'' (I), "Very 
XneRtxrive'' (Vf)? or y w ~  are "'Lndccidsd'" ~ ~ ~ D ) .  For e z h  sags p k a e  circle OXE 



9.WRat ,propds (%my) f l a x  been made to improve the planning process? 

I i[.Which segrnzna of the ''public" are involved in the planning process? 

f2.At what stageis) of rhe planning process described below are the "publics" involved? 
Please check the approp,.izte spaces. 

(a)Serti~g community gods and objeerives 
for tourism development, 

@)Estabiishment of leadership to &ids 
rox.nrism development. 

(e)fnventory of cornunify  assea for 
tourism development, 

(g)hplementation of strategies. C > 



t4,'lisdhici.r of the awareness programs shown below have been used to educate the "public" 
on the benefits and costs of touTism before and after its development in this community? 

Before After 

(a)Distribution of brochures addressing pertinent ( >  ! 1 
issues in a fairly concise and understandable 
manner. 

(b )Workshops involving tourism planners, 
comrnuni~ residents and special interest groups 
and ! or associations, 

(c)SmaL1 inform& meetings between tourism 
planners and special interest groups with some 
focus on tourism development. 

(d)Requests for public opinion on tourism 
development issues through the mass media (TV, 
Radio and Newspapers,) 

fejDisplay of tourism development plzns at 
Mmic$A offices and other fmaf p i n t s  in the 
communitjl (e.g rndls,) 

(QSurveys sf public opinion on critical issues to 
tourism devefop~neni in the community. 



f %How effective have the p ~ a w ~ s  indicated below been in educating the public on the 
benefits md cosrs of te:ourism de%zeIupmen: in the comunity? For each program indicate 
wherfier you thinic ir has -kerm "Very Effective" (VE), "Effective" fE), "Ineffective" (I), 
"Very fneffective'"\T], ar you irre "'Undecided" (UD), For each program please circle 
Q W F ,  appropriate n m k  only, 

(d)Rqtlfests for puMk opinion ftn 
tourism development issues zfirot~gh 
&e mass media m7, Radio mb 
Newspapers) 

ffiSu_rveys of public crpinion tin critical 
issues ta tourism development in L ~ I - I ~  
community. 

16Ha.s there k e n  a fcnmd amrnpt ro evdcate the public awareness programs? 



20.T~ what extent does current public invoivement influence decision-making in thc 
tourism planning proeess? 

21.Do you think that cornmunitji residents xe satisfied with their level of participation in 
the tourism planning process? 

22.Have there been any proposals to increase public participation in the tourism planning 
process? 



24.Do you think there might be any negarive effects arising from such increased public 
parti~pzttion? 

25.Does the planning committee have any plms for further tourism development in this 
mnununity? 

26.Do you think the majority of community residents are in favour of more tourism 
development? 

27.h you think further tourism development in this community poses any major costs for 
the community? 

No ( ) Please go to Q29 

29.k there any supplen?snt-q infomation you might have on the tourism planning process 
and / or public participation in to1misrn development in this community? 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION I S  THIS QUESTIONNAIRE 
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t i o n w e  2 Desi~ned for Presidents or Re~resentatives of s ~ e a  
mteresi ~roups  w th either a d . . rect k c u s  on tourism irett or an mdl 
devebp~lent in bhcroft  and Lvttoq 

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS: This questionnaire concerns your views about tourism 
planning in this c o m m u n i ~  and how you think the planning process may be improved to 
make tourism development more beneficid for local residents and visitors alike. 

NOTE: For each of the following statements, please indicate whether you "Strongly 
Agree*' (SA), "Agree" (A), "Disagree" (D), "Strongly Disagree" (SD), or you are 
"Undecided" m). PLEASE INDlCATE ONE ONLY. 

(SA) (A) ftTD) @) iSD) 
i .Tourism development should be promoted 
in his community. 1 2 3 4 5 

2.Comunity residents are generally 
rznaware of the benefits and costs of tourism 1 2 3 4 5 
development in this corwrrunity, 

3.hcreaing public awareness on the 
benefits and costs of tourism is the key 
to successful tourism development in 
this community. 

4,Techniques for providing information on 
tourism developmat in this community 
should be much more understandable for 
residents. 

5The participation of all residents in some 
form of tourism planning is essential for 
further tourism development in this 
community. 

&Municipal officials and planners 
&odd formulate and implement tourism 
p h  which are best suited to the 
development needs of this community. 



NOTE: For each of the following statements, please indicate whether you "Strongly 
Agree" ( S k i ) ,  "Agree" (A)> "Disagree" (Dl, "Strongly Disamee" Q - -  (SD), or you are 
"Undecided" (UD). Please indicate ONE only. 

7,Planni~g for tourism in this community 
should involve only those residents who 1 2 3 4 5 
are interested in tourism development 
and are committed to its success. 

8.Some individuals and special interest 
groups are likely to be more influential in 
the tourism planning process than the rest 
of the community residents. 

9.hdividuals and specid interest groups 
involved in tourism planning do not 
sufficiently represent the needs of 
residents of this community. 

f 0.Tourism devefopment pims do not 
sufficiently address residents' concerns 02 
touri~-,n development in this community. 

1I.Greater public participation in tourism 
planning in this community will only mate 
more conflicting interests and delay the 
planning process. 

f 2.Tourism devebpment has done more 
harm than good to this community. 

15Municipal funds should be directed 
towards other forms of cornunity 
development rather &an tourism. 



&Om: For h e  following statements please rate according to the degree of importance 
what you think should be done to improve planning for tourism development in this 
eornmunity. Please circle zhe appropriate number to indicate whether j 2u think each of the 
issues outlined below is "Very Important" (VI), "Important" (I), "Unni?ortant" (UI), 
"Very Unimportant" 0, or you "Don't Know" @R). 

$.In this community public awareness on tourism development issues may be increased 
through the following ways: ( For each case please circle appropriate number only) 

(a)Distribution of brochures addressing 
CvI> 0 @K) (UU (VU) 

pertinent issues in a fairly conciqe and 1 2 3 4 5 
tindemandable manner. 

(b jWo&s'nops involving mxisrn 
planners, community residents and 
special interest groups md f or 
associations 

( c ) S d  inf& mxiinfigs ktiiieeii 
ulurism planners and specid interst 
groups with some focus on tourism 
development. 

@)Requests for ?tW,fic opinion on 
twrism development issues "kough 
the mass rnedia (?"try Radio 6r 
Newspapers) 

@)Display of tourism development 
plans at Murticipd oEces and o&cr 
focal points in the communiry 
(e.g. malls) 

(QSweys of public opinion on critical 
issaes to tourism development in the 
community. 



2.hblic participation in tourism planning in this community should be emphasized at the 
fotfowini stages. ( For each stagCPlease hrc~e  ONE approp6ate number only) 

(a)Educating residents on ~ ! e  benefits 
and costs of tourism development in 
this community. 

@)Assisting the Municipzl Council to 
develop a tourism policy. 

(c)Establishment of goals and objectives 
for tourism development in this 
community 

(@Selection of members of the tourism 
planning committee for the communiry. 

(e)Assessing the community's assets for 
tourism devekpment. 

(QAssessing potential impacts of taurism 
development in the community. 

(g)Selecting appropriate strategies for 
tourism development in the community 

(h)hplementation and evaluation of 
tourism development plans. 

@)Selling the commi~nity to visitors 
(i.e. publicity and marketing) 



3.Criteria for selecting members of the community tourism planning committee should 
include the following. ( For each Miterion please circle .ONE, appropriate number only) 

(a)Knowledge of the community. 1 

(bjCoJlfmitment to tourism's success in 
h e  community. 1 

(c)Awareness of potential benefits and 
impacts of tourism development in the 
community. 

(d)Some expertise (e.g. in planning, 
marketing, architecture or landscape 
design etc). 

(e)Membahip in special interest 
groups with some focus on tourism 
development 

(QMernbership in special interest 
groups without direct focus on 
tourism development. 

(g)Willingness to sacrifice personal 
interests for the good of the entire 
community . 

@)Some form of acquaintance with 
other members of the planning team 
prior to assuming appointment. 



4,To make tourism development in this community more beneficial community residents 
~ h d d  be prqmd to sacxiicc t,k fd!o'?f!if,g, For P V ~ C ~  C&EX ~!s.x C ~ I T C ~  anmnnriat~ -r---+ 

number only) 

(a)Scarce financial resources. 1 2 3 4 5 

( t>)Cmh rights held by community 
residents. (e.g. land rights or free 
entrance to parks) 

(c)Certain regulations restricting 
development to particular m a s  of the 
cornmwity . 

(d)Pristine environments which may be 
modified by tourism development. 

(e)Personal interests which may conflict 
with unanimous community kterests. 

NOTE: For the following questions please circle the appropriate number to indicate 
whether you think the benefits and constraints outlined below are "Most Likely" (ML), 
"Likely" (L), "Unlikely" 0, "Very Unlikely" (VU) or if you "Don't Know" @K) 
whether they might occur as a consequence of public participation in tourism planning. 

5.Public participation in tourism planning in this community may yield the following 
benefits. (For each case please circle ONE appropriate number only) 

(a)Inmased understanding of the 
pertinent issues affecting tourism 
devebpment in this community. 

(b)Identification of a variety of options 
for the planning teaor to consider prior 
to tourism deveiopment. 

(c)Both the planners and residents will 
be bet- equipped to anticipate future 
conditions in tourism develcrpmenr. 

(d)Assurartce of public comfniment to 
the success of tourism development 
p h s  in the community. 

(e)Reductio~ of conflicts among planners, 
midents and visitors at later stages of 1 
tourism developmerit in the community. 



6.Public participation in tourism planning in this community may not succeed due to the 
following constraints. (For each case please circle QWE appropriate number only) 

OML) (L) @K) (UL) 
(z)Thepe is apathy m n g  local residents 
regarding tourism development. 1 2 3 4 5 

@ ) L a d  residents may be unable to 
detamhe their needs regarding tourism 1 2 3 4 5 
devdcqment in the community. 

(c)Pkmners may Se impatient to educate 
residents on the benefits and impacts of 1 2 3 4 5 
toiuism development in the community. 

(d)Locd residents may not trust planners 
involved in tourism development. 1 2 3 4 5 

(e)Excessive costs both in terns of time 
and money which the community 1 2 3 4 5 
cannot afford. 

(f)Grt?up politics may deter participation 1 2 3 4 5 

PLEASE INDICATE YOUR OCCCITPAT'iON IN TWE SPACES PROVIDED BELOW. 

Property owner / ( 1 Skilied labour f j Sales f 1 
manager 

Glerid ( > Retired ) Houseperson ( ) 

Unempioyed ( ) Professional ( j High School ( ) 
Student 

UrtiverSi~College f 5 
Student 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION IN THIS QUESTIONNAIRE 
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13-1s public participation essential at all stages crf the tourism planning process? 

14.At which stages rrg fie pIanning process would public involvement be most effective? 
m y ?  

15.Why is public participation important in pianning for tourism in this community? i.e. 
What are its advantages? 

Iti,i>aes public pa-tirripatttiun in the ~autism planning process pose any constraints towards 
rourism development in &is c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ f i i r y ?  

(PROMPT: Conso&n& might inclde - Apathy among f~cd residents regarding tourism 
development; Planners may be impatient to educate residents on the benefits and costs of 
tr>m*sm development in dre comuniy ;  L x d  residents mey not uusr planners involved in 
tourism develiopnt; etc) 

17f)oes &is communi~ have any specik criteria for selecting / appointing members to the 
Tourism Actim f Planning Commi~ee? 

(PROrMPT: Criteria might include - Knowledge of the community; Commitment to 
tomism's success in the comtinity; Some expertise e,g. in planning, marketing, 
;uchi'tcme egg; Abifiry m work in a p u p ;  Ability imesr sufficient h e  in the 
caramhz; ai&afrriiiq at:] 

E l f  



19.Are there any plans to change the criteria? 

2 0 h s  this community have any plans to develop some criteria for selecting / appointing 
memkrs to the Tourism Action f Planning ~ommi~ee?  

2.t.Wh.o decides to integrate members from various sectors (e.g. public, private, or 
nonprofit organizations) of the cornunity into the Tourism Action /Planning Committee? 
i.e, Is it the Milnicipaf Council or are these members elected at an open meeting for all 
residents? 

22,Wfiat role(~) do members from various sectors of the community play in the Tourism 
Action / Planning Cctmrnitte? 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

2 3 D w d l ,  do you think this c o m u n i ~  has benefited from developing tourism? 

2 4 h  general, has this cummunity encountered any constraints in its efforts to develop 
&m&m? 



25.Have there been any proposals to solve these problems? 

No ( 1 
Yes ( ) Please &&be proposals--------------- ------------- - ------------------ --- 

27.Do you think the tourism development that has occurred in this community is 
"desirable" or "appropriate" for local residents? (i.e. preserves, protects and improves the 
quality of major attractions; or preserves community identity, lifestyles, needs, and 
priorities; or provides a sense of place) 

28.How effective has public participation been in encouraging the "desired" or 
"apppriate" b e 1  of tourism development in this community? (Please elaborate) 

29.1s tourism among this community's development priorities? i.e. Is this community 
willing to accept more totlrisrn development? 

30.b your opinion, how much tourism development should occur in this co~munity? 
(P1ease elaborate) 



should both tomism planners and community residents anticipate and be willing to 
to make tourism development in this area beneficial for both residents a d  visitors? 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

(a)Phjisical c h m t i s u c s  of the m; historical backgmnd; economic growth etc) 

(b)X7hat is the commnniry's potential for tourism development (e.g. attractions, 
infrastructure, general resources - human, technological, cultural, financial, leadership 
potential etc) 

(c)Community Image /Theme - i.e. what is the community trying to promote and market 
e.g.types of products. 

(d)Origins of tourists (i-e, which market segments are empnasized - e.g. high-end spending 
or low-end spending; singles or family; Cocooning or adventure; etc) 

(e) What are other major tourism issues in the community? 
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Tourism Ass& and Concerns in Ashcroft and J , v t t ~ n  

Festivals and 
Events; 
Oudoon; 
Heritage of 
Ashadz; Guest 

Atmctims R a ~ ~ h ; ~ e  
Tours; and 
Fanners' 
Market. 

tack of focus; 
Beautification; 
Need to E2k.e 
advantage of 
a g r i c u l d  base 
Need to improve 
river access and 
access t~ 
geological 
fwmres; 
Pollution; Lack 
of funding to 
keep museum 
open all week 
during summer; 
Nothing for 
young people to 

Rafting; Stein Je!lyroll; Need 
and Bvtannie more heritage. 
Valleys (hiking, 
scenery, 
wildlife); Gold 
panning reserve; 
Historicat; 
Kay aking; 
Jellyroll; Paric; 
Frafer - 
Thompson river 
junction. 

tack of a work Variety of I)rivebxk for 
force for tourism accommcdation kayakers; Bank 
sec~or; Ku facilities; Aum machine; Liquor 
evening activities service. store; Evening 
for ages; activities; Need 

for train gift shops. 
mlce  
infomatian; 
Barnes M e  
cmpgromd 
needs clean up; 
KO fruit stands 
near tom ur at 
Manor, No 
access for 



Appendix 4 

Events No integrated Editorials; Info Advert in High 
p r o d o n  Race marketing p h  Center enquiries Country. 
track promotion; (brochures, Lytton Days; 
Wmd of mouth; postcards and July 10th 
Private sector area promotional Reunion; August 
advertising [tea signs); Lack of Jellyroll Fest 
house, pes t  coordination and (planned). 

Promotion ranch); promotion of 
Govenunent events; Area sign 
initk~kes @at needs upgrading 
Creek Ranch); and location 
W e  s identified fur 
Tourist b t l y  Info Center; 
High Country Need to work 
memberskip; better with High 
C m r  Country. 
pmpMec 
Editorials. 

Good access to 
highway and 
back-country 
mads; 

Irrfkis~u- Rmm-~nd 
am-e facilities; 

Emergency 
services; Acxess 
to river; 
Tmspomtion; 
F d  sewer, 

Egress to Mmor Emergency 
and rown is Services; Bank; 
difficult; Poor Post Ufi?ce; 
signage; Skihist 
Highland Valley Provincial Park; 
road should be a Recreational 
highway; Bridge facilities. 
too narrow; 
Access to the 
back-country. 

Dead town center 
Seminar/meeting 
facilities with 
food; 
Appearance 
(sidewalks, 
people places, 
flowers). 

Generally Keed to educate Ball tournaments Staff training 
friendly and the community Superhost Extend pool 
helpfir1 town  gard ding the hours. 

H~~~ withfrienctly economic value 
merchana. of tourism 

(merchants not 
supporrive ef 
tourists); 
flofpiaq 
W g  needed 
for industry 
mca and 
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